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SHOCK WAVES IN CONDENSED
THEIR PROPERTIES

MEDIA:

AND THE EQUATION

OF STATE

OF MATERIALS DERIVED FROM THEM

I. INTRODUCTION
It was almost a half century ago

that

shock waves were first used to obtain equation-

of-state (EOS) data for solids at preesuree over 10 GPa. To my knowledge the first work was
done at the Los Alarms National Laboratory

and probably concurrently

by the Russians.

Heretofore, the impetun for studying the EOS at what were then comiderecl ultra-high pressures, was mostly for scientific reasons with perhaps some thought for some high-pressure
alchemy. With the development of atomic weapom, such research became imperative.
bssic conservation equations for shock properties
ago, so the 6rst experimenters
meaauremcnts.

had been developed just over 100 years

knew what to expect if they could make the appropriate

The fact that this paper is being written attests to their success.

To provide an overall pempective

and some understanding

the shock-wave process, we fimt develop the basic conservation
drodynamic

flow properties

entirely restricted

that a!kct the experimental

to one-dimemional

most all EOS data are obtained

equations

measurements.

and some hy-

These are almost
because al-

The bulk of the thermodynamics

the EOS data, or to calculate other thermodynamic

qd antities, such as the specific heat, when additional
Phase changes and ehwtic-plaatic

of what is involved in

plane flow, which is quite appropriate

in a similar situation.

needed for calculations to mpplement

data are obtained, is presented next,

flow are then considered.

A limited set of experimental

techniques is given next, with one or two examples of typical recorde or remdte.
types of experiments
high pressure.

are of primary importance

in understanding

Because of a certain unique property

of the results of many experiments.

the state of matter at

followed by brief mnnrnariea

Finally, we consider the shock-wave EOS of the earth,

the largest shock-wave recovery laboratory

by seismologists, hae reverkd

Theee

of the shock-wave EOS of solids, a

short uection is devoted to the consequences of its properties
undoubtedly

The

we have, which after a lot of study

quite a bit about itself. On the baaim of that work and some

results presented here, rm EOS for the earth is derived,
It should be realized that many of the examples used to illustrate
or properties

have been taken from Los Alarnoa data

or publications

certain features
primarily

because

this WM Iesst difllcuit to me. I regret that it waa not convenient to usc as cxamphs
1

mm c

of the excellent work reported by other “mvatigatora especially in the Soviet Union. The
bibliography

in somewhat

limited but should be adequate

casual reader.
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as a beginning point for the
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The following notation is used throughout

the text.

H - Hugoniot refers to statee on the Hugoniot; sometimes used as subscript
u, - Shock-wave velocity

ud - Driver-plate

VdOCity

up - Particle velocity behiid the shock wave
u, - Particle velocity due to the rarefaction wave
Uf. - Free-surface velocity = UP + Ur
X - Eulerian space coordinate
x - Lagrangian space coordinate
t - Time
P - Pressure
V - Specific volume
p - Density
E - Specific internal energy
S - Entropy
P: - Slope of the imentrope W/~V

1.

P~ - Slope of the Hugoniot ~P/8V

!H

K. - 18eutropic bulk rnochdua = -VP:
C - Sound velocity = dP/aJ9):/2
s - Slope of the U,-UP data fits
q - Quadratic coefhciont of the U.-UP data fits
L - Lagrangian sound velocity

H. ISENTROPIC

FLOW AND SHOCK WAVES

The clevelopmenta in the next mctions are baaed on the aasumptlon
being studied is subjected to a plane one-dimensional
4

that the material

shock and that any nuboequent mo-

tion is also of that nature.
equilibrium
conceptual

Moreover, it is assumed that the material is in thermodynamic

and free from any anisotropic

stresses.

The former assumption

problems, nor doee the latter when considering materials

presents no

in the liquid state.

However, when a pl~ae shock passes through a solid, it is obvious that the lattice cannot
deform in one dimension only (a f~w exceptions will be mentioned later), as it will develop
tremendous

shear stresses. The lattice comes to equilibrium by motion, on the rnicroscale

through dislocation motion resulting in slip-twinning and/or other mechanisms.

How close

it cornea to an equilibrium state hsa not been well studied at huh pressures because of the
experimental

difficulties.

There appears to be sufficient evidence to believe the residual

stresses are small compared to the pressures involved.

This residual stress is called the

deviatoric stress, and when it ia zero the Hugoniot is often referred to as the equilibrium
Hugoniot or sometimes the hydrostat.

The problems associated with the on~dirnensional

nature of the experiments are classified as elastic-plastic

and will be d“uussed briefly later.

In this section we shall first develop the governing equations
and then the shock-wave conservation equations.

for continuous

flow,

Although we are interested primarily in

shock waves, there are a few other concepts immersed in the development

for continuous

flow that we will require later.
.
A. The Coneervatlo~@ons

.

.
for Co~uwe

Flow

The flmv equations were developed by Euler in 1755. In addition to formulating
equation of motion for fluid flow from Newton’s laws, he introduced

the

the concept of the

conservation of maw. A few hundred yeara ago compressible flow was limited to gsaeo, so
it was convenient and Ioglcal to think of flow through tubes or the equivalent.

Instead of

watching a particular maea element, we watch the material flow through a section of pipe
of uniform unit crow mction, A = 1 aa eh~n

in Fig. 11.1. The length of the tube is AX,

the material enters at X and comee out at X + AX, The mam entering from the left in
unit time dt ia the density timeu the velocity

AX

x

X+AX
Figure 11.1

As the material paesee through the tube, both ita velocity and its deneity can change,
so the material leaving from the right in unit time ie

[(

A/Iu+

ap
lJ~+u~x
—dXdt

whe~e h~gher order terme have been dropped.
density

in

,

H

If the mace out and rnase “mare not equal, the

the cylinder must be changing. The change ‘m m.aea per unit t“me ia expreaaed

by
p

Axdt

z

9

which must equal the difference between the flux in and out:

dp

~AXdt
or

= pUdt - (pU)dt - p=au dxdt - U~dXdt

ap

—=-p=Ot
This iu the equation of coneemtion

w

u @p
~=

-—iqup)
ax

of mesa in on~dimennional

“

(11.1)

(11.2)
cGntinuoue flow.

The equation of motion is derived sidarly

(Fig. 11.2). The force on the left minus

the force on the right givea the dlffereswe, -(~P/~X)AX,

which is the force to the right

operating on the mass “mthe element PAX.

AX
P(x) + ~

P(x)

x

X+AX

Figure 11.2

The acceleration

is
dU
x=

au
‘a+=

au
‘

(11.3)

so from Newton% second law,

dU
~

(11.4)

au
au
— +pu~

(11.5)

aP
-EAX=pAX
()
or
aP
-—pat
ax

givea the equation of motion in Eulerian form.
For one-dimensional

flow it is particularly

tions by watching a particular

useful to develop the conservation

equw

maas element, the Lagrangian system, rather than watching

the material streaming by a fixed reference point, the Eulerian form. Here and later, we
are following the treatment

given by von Mises [1958].
7

AX
p(t)

t

x

X+AX

t+At

P[ + At)
X+ U(X)At

X + AX+ U(X + AX)At
Figure IL3

Here p is the density, X the space coordinate,

and W the material velocity. Since the mass

is the product of the area A, density, and thickness and is constant in time, then
Ap(t)AX = Ap(t + At){AX + [U(X + AX) - U(X)] At}

,

(LT.6)

which becomes after rewriting,
p(t) - p(t + At) = p(t + At)[U(X + AX) - U(X)]
AX
At
AS At ~ O and AX ~ O, medWrential

.

@.7)

form of the conservation of mass is obtained:
au

&
z=–%

“

@.8)

The equation of motion ia obtained by equating the time rate of change of momentum,
UM, of the maaa element k the fortn on it. In the !lgure below,

AX

x

X+AX
Figure IL4
8

P is the pressure, and from Newton’s law, we have
dU
= ApAXz

-A[P(X + AX) – P(x)] = %

(11.9)

.

Rewriting and taking the limit gives the differential form of the equation of motion,
(rI.lo)

The equation for the comervaticm of energy can be determined
ering the power input per unit area, W(X)

as before by consid-

or U(X) P(X), into the mass element.

AX
P

u2/2

yqx)

~(X

+ AX)

E

X+AX

x

Figure 11.5.

Here E represents the specific internal energy per gram and U2/2 the kinetic energy
per gram. Then the time rate of change of energy of the mass, M, is
ApAX(d/dt)(E

+ U2/2) = A[~(X)

- U(X

+ AX)]

,

(11.11)

which becornea
*E+7
‘dt ()

U2

=7.--WE!)

.

(U.12)

Expanding the righkhand aide of Eq. (11.12] and aubatituting

from Eqe. (11.8) and (11.10),

we have

#J
~+u—

~p
8X=;

P dp
du
- pu-&X

which when replaced in Eq. (IL12) giv~ the conservation
dE
–--.?s?
p2 dt
dt
9

“

,

(11.@

for the “mtemal energy
(11.14)

If P-l is replaced by the specific volume, V, Eq. (11.14) becomes
dE
—=
dt
It is important

-Pdv
x“

(11.15)

to note that the energy equation cannot be used to determine

the

flow, as th~ equation can actually be derived horn the other conserva tion equations. The
question arises as to the uaefulneas of the energy conaerva tion law. The answer, of course,
is that it tells us that the flow formulated here must be isentropic, since Eq. (IL15) is the
time derivative of the tit

law of thermodynamics

with dS = O. However, for shock waves

it is well known that the entropy increasea, ao some mechanism must be introduced
allow it to do so. Thus a stress, UX,is ddned,
of propagation

to

whkh is the viscous force in the direction

acting on a unit area of surface normal to that dmection. The total stress

o is defined by
C= P–ax

,

(11.16)

where P is still the pressure associated with the equation of state.

It is reasonable

believe that what is needed is a force that resists rapid deformation.

to

For the problem

considered, the deformation rate is dp/dt, so we assume that
.

UXz dp/dt

,

(IL17)

which can be rewritten by use of the conservation of rnaaa as
(7. =

J@J/ax)

.

(11.18)

This puts the stress in the wual form of a velocity-gradient

dependent

variable,

with ~, the ordinary coefficient of viacoeity, aa the factor of proportionality.

The previous

conservation

(II. 18) is that

equationa are rigorous; but the only justification

for equation

something ia needed, and it aeemn to iwrw well.
Now P must be replaced in the conservation

equations by o. The conservation

of

mass, Eq. (11.7), ia not changed but the equation of motion, Eq. @.9), becomes
(11.19)
Since we are interested in the internal energy, the same substitution

is made in Eq. (11.14),

obtaining
dE
–=:9-E=!!!!
p2 dt
dt

p2 ax dt
10

‘

(11.20)

whkh from Eqs. (ILM) and (IL8) gives
dE
—=
dt

@u2

()

-P: —+

(IL21)

p=”

.

If p is chooen to be poeitive, then the second term on the

Thw ia the desired form.

r“~&Amnd aide of the preview equation is positive and hence always increases the internal
energy.
Char ac ter~$h
When the flow consists only of a simple rarefaction
solved by the method of characteristics.
type of solution, we first substitute

wave, the problem is reaMy

To put the equations inta a form suitable for thu

the sound npeed, C2 = (8P/~p),,

into Eq. (IMO) to

obtain
put = c~[p/po)px
where the sukripta
to that variable.

here and elsewhere repmaent
The coefficient (p/pO) represents

Eq. (11.8) by an undetmmined

parameter

,
partial

(11.22)
differentiation

the current

thicknees.

A and adding and subtracting

with respect
Multiplying

Eq. (11.22) givea

the follmving equationa:

Apt+ c~(p/po)px + put + Ap(p/po)ux = o

(11.23)

and
Apt - cqp/po)px
To put the equationa

– put + Ap(p/po)ux = o

.

(IL24)

in the desired form wu require thrit A = C. The equations

then

become

C[pt + c(p/po)px] + p[ut + c(p/po)ux]

=o

(11.25)

and

C[pt - c(p/po)px] - p[ut + c(p/po)ux]

=o

.

(11.26)

Since in general for any function F(x,t), dF = Fxdx + Ftdt, Eq. (IL25) impli~ that
Cdp=

-p dU

dO~

(11.27)

dx/dt = C(p/pO)

and Eq, (11,26) implies that
C dp = p dU along dx/dt = –C(p/pO)
11

.

(11.28)

.

The left-hand pair of equatiom

in Eqs. (11.27) and (IL28) rue called the characteristic

equations from whkh velocities can be calculated, and the right-hand pair are called characteristic.

When the flow iz adjacent to a region of conztant state, the flow is described

as a simple wave and one set of characterizticz
The above rezultz are quite important,
to

is straight liiez.
ae the conceptz and equations

can be uzed

solve a class of problemz that occur frequently — in fact, must occur in some form

or other — in shock-wave experiment

or related phenomena.

Theze are preszur-release

waves called simple centered waves. To illustrate this type of flow problem, consider what
happens if a thin plate driver collides with a somewhat

thkker

plate target.

For thiz

example the plates need not be made of the same material, but it simplified the illustration
if they are. At zome time the shock in the driver will reach the back surface of the target
and sometime later, becauze of the configuration, the shock in the other plate will reach the
front surface of the target plate. When e.iher shock reachez the free mnface, the prezzure
will drop to zero, if done in a vacuum, and a preesure releaze wave will propagate
into the material.

A zchematic of th~ effect is illustrated

back

in Fig. 1.6. We note firzt that the

two shock wavea labeled S are drawn as ntraight linez, becauze the materials are uniform
in all respects.

At the time when the ohock reachea the free surface there are drawn two

straight linez headed in the oppozite direction.

FYom the previous development

the upper

-

of theze rays are linear with a slope.
dx
— = *c(p/po)
dt

= *CL

.

(11.29)

Here C is the local velocity of sound at that pressure, and p/pO represents
path length in the comprezaed material.
represents

the system in Lagrangian

the shorter

In the figure no compreuzion is indicated

coordinate.

and

CL in the previouz equation iz called

the Lagrangian zound velocity. Theue straight linez are called the lead ch~acteristics

and

their elope iz governed by the date of the material behind the shock wave and itz EOS.
There iz a second ray drawn, itz shape iz governed by the state of the material

at zero

pressure, if there iz no other material in the oyotem. From the geometry it can be men
that at zome reference point or line on the x adz (the daahed line), the time from the firzt
characteristic

to crozz the line to the next continues to increaze with time,

that the rarefaction
material.
time.

Thuz,

M

releaze wave becom~

az it goez through

the

shockz become eteep az they develop rarefaction wavee spread out in

There iz a characteristic

arithmetic

hnz steep or dizperz~

This means

for any point between the two drawn, and with a little

the actual shape of the releaze wave can easily be calculated.

on the geometry and the EOS. Where the characteri~tics
12

Its shape depends

mom, tho pressure at the hemd

.

of the waves decreases, and aa drawn will develop into a tension wave. The interaction of
the two rarefacticn wavee are not simple centered wavee and the flow ie more tedioue to
ca!culate.
From the above we we how we could calculate preaaurea and densities in the rruefaction zone, but there ie an additional quantity that can be calculated
ward manner; that k the material velocity m the zone. Returning
Eq. (IX.28), integrating

along the characteristic

in a straightfor-

to the characteristic

givee

(11.30)
and after substituting

(dP/~p) lla for C gives the material velocity increaae between any

When the “integral is evaluated between the shock state preseure and zero pressure the
velocity is called the rarefaction

velocity, Ur.

Although we stated that we would reutrict these lectures to onedlmensional
we are alwayo faced probhrna
experiments.

amodated

with the finite size of the aarnpla

flow,

used in the

This can usually be handled by making the lateral dimensilona of the samplea

much larger than the thickneen. This of course is wasteful and it is deoirable to deoign
experiment

w that the mrnplea be investigated

available. Fortunately,

can be ao thick aa pomible for the space

the poeitlon where lateral fluw perturbe the one-dimensional

nature

of the flmv can easily be found by using characterintice just dawribe if oome EOS properties
of the material are knmn.
Lmagine a rectangulu
shock wave will propagate
wave will prop~ate

block of material impacted on one face by

●

flat plate. A plane-

upward from the interface and ●t the same time

●

rarefaction

into the mmple from the edge, The problem to be solved is to find

the !ocua of points where a rarafactlon wave from the dde interacta with the shock wave
traveling through a eample,
Since the sample hu been ohocked the head of the rarefaction

wave will propagate

at the local oound velocity C. There will be curve equivalent @ the lead characteristic
just discussed, and mince it is moving into a region of constant rtate it will be linear.
Fig. 11,7 we have

●

Jn

sample of thicknem, Y and we are going to locate the dietance, X, that

“

the rarefaction wave haa gone into the sample. T is the time for the shock wave to reach
the top of the sample and in given by
T = Y/U.

(11.32)

.

..

If we define the hypoteneua of the little rectangle by H we have
Ha= X2+Y:

(11.33)

.

At time T the sample hae been comprewed to a thicknew Y2 = Y ptJp and the length of
●

H in T” C. After makiig the appropriate

substitution

IL33 becomes

(%”c)’=x’+&%’)’

(11.34)

●

Since tile angle given by X/Y is what we are interested in we have

(3=[(+)2-(9’11’2

(11.35)

●

The queetion might be aaked what good is Eq. (11.3s) if we do not know the sound velocity
or the comprdon.

The answer is that the designer will soon know what kind of corn-

preseion will be associated with the varioue eaperimente,

but what ia more important

we

have found that the bulk sound velocity ia very nearly equal to the shock velocity, whkh
meana that the angle “happroximately
proximation

a function only of the compreaaion.

The above ap-

ia for the bulk sound velocity. However, for solids the head of thG rarefaction

wave travele at the longitudinal sound velocity no the C/Ua ratio should be replaced by the
ratio, CL/CB,

This ratio can be found from ultrasonic meaauremento

at P = O and since

it changes very olowly with prewure it can alao be considered constant for this application.
It would appear that one could use (IL35) to determine
ratio. This has been attempted
wave travels at the longitudinal

C by measuring

but the randta have been disappointing,
velocity, Cl,, but its amplitude

the X/Y

because the leading

h relatively emall and it

& difiicult to detect ha arrival precisely, but it b large enough to make the velocity of the
bulk wave dMicult to meeaure, ‘I’he arrivals of these wavea do not have oharp well-defined
break, but rather appear as curvee that blend into the flat eectlon of the unattenuated
shock wave.

I feel that this technique for meauuring sound velochha

front deeerves further development.

14

behind the #hock

-

It waa recognized in the eecond half of the 19th century that the conservation

equa-

tiona ae derived were not adequate for all types of flow. In 1869 Rankine [I] showed that
there waa no eteady a&abatic proceae in which pressure forces alone could describe the
changea from one conetant state to another by a continuous change.
the proceee be adabatic

in that the systerna receive no external

microecale, or locally, heat could be exchanged.
conservation

heat, but that on the

Thin agreea with the principle of the

of energy. However, Hugoniot in 1887 [2] was the tit

the relationship

He proposed that

to correctly describe

of energy and entropy involved in continuous and discontinuous

showed that ideal sontinuoua flow “replied conservation

of entropy, and that an increase

in entropy muet occur across a shock. From the above he described
energy relationship

flow. He

the conservation

of

aa ordinarily eeen.

Before developing the consemmtion relations it might be useful to review come of
the hietory involved in making EOS mmmrements.
of th”~ work were publiihed
Gittinga,

To our knowledge, the first reporte

in 19S5 by Goranson,

and Landeen [3], Walsh and Christian

Bancroft,

Burton,

Blechar, Houston,

[4], Minshall [5], and Mallory [6]. By

using varioua exploeivea in contmt with metal plates, they increaaed the preesure range
to almost 500 kbar in dense materiale like copper.

The La Alamoe group reported

shock-wave data for 27 metallic elements in 1957 [7].

on

However, even earlier, ShrefIler

and Deal [8] had shown that high explmhree could accelerate

th”m metal platee to high”

velocities, but it waa several yearn before thaw rapidly moilng plak
to produce measured strong shock waves “mother materiale.

were used as drivem

In 1958 A1’tshuler, Vrupnikov,

Ledenen, Zhuchikhin, and Brazhnik [9] reported extensive data on iron to shock preesure of
about S mbar. The Soviet investigator

[10] oubaequently reported data for eight metallic

elemente to about the same preseure. They extended the preseure to about 9 Mbar in 1962
[11]. McQueen and Marah 112] reported data for nimteen
driven metal plates were wed to generate

elemente in 1960. Exp!oeively-

the high pr~wree

in the latter experirnenta

[9-12~, The initial high preueure is cbviouely produced by the collision, but the following
high preueure b regarded aa a direct rmdt of shock wavea formed. Again we will limit the
discunaion to plane one-dlrnemional

flow, a situation

simply by making the lateral dimendone
of the material

under investigation.

eaeily obtainable

of the platen large compared

In the impact experiment,

initially be infinitely steep if the surfaca

thick for a strong shock.

the nhock front b eteady and reaswmbly a~p.
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It would then

material

For the meeent,

The experiment

to the thickness

the shock front would

were perfectly flat and parallel.

rapidly diepeme to lb equilibrium shape, which for a hydrodynamic
less than a few nanometam

in the experiment

is probably

we assume that

can then be described

schematically

as in Fig. IL8, where ud and UB are subject to measurement.

To proceed further, we note that if the driver and target are the same material and
in the same thermodynamic

state, then symmetry requiree that the particle velocity after

the shock be exactly half the driver velocity:
up = ud/2
By we of the consena tion of mww, momentum,

(11.36)

.

and energy, the compression, pr-ure,

energy bek ind a shock wave can be expreeaed in term

of tiltial conditions and the meaeured

shock-wave and material velocities. Theee relationships
the flow through a stationary

are unually obtained by considering

shock front; however, it ia probably

more informative

develop the conservation equatione more or less directly from the experimental
Figure IL7 repreeente schematically
that collidee with a stationary

and

to

geometry.

a thin plate of thickness, d, moving with velocity, Ud,

target plate at time zero.

The desired relatiom

can bc

obtained by considering the configuration at colliaitm time and at come later time, t, after
the material has been shocled.
wave hae junt propagated

For convenience t ia choeen aa the time when the shock

through the driver, or
t = d/U,

(11.37)

.

No 10M in generality haa occurred, since the thicknees of the driver ia arbitrary.
shown, the target must be at least u thick aa the driver.

Aa

During time t the back side of

the driver movee a distance
AX =

tud

(11.38)

,

so the compression can be written
VO-V
v

AX
‘x

tu~ .!$
= XU7

aa a direct consequence of the conservation

of maea.

requires that the force, (P - PO)A, (A is crcua-wctional
rate of change of moment~m, d(MUP)/dt.

(11.39)
●

The conservation

of momentum

area) munt be equal to the time

In time, t, the maaa, pOAd, mffern a change in

velocity, UP; hence
A(P - PO) = (pOAd)UP/t

or P - PO = pOUPU,
16

.

(11,40)

The sum of the changee in the internal energy, 2(E–EO)pOAd, and kinetic energy, (U: – U),
must be equal to any external work, PO(AtUd), done on the system during the paasage of
the shock wave.
2(E – Eo)pOAd + (U: - U~/2)poAd

After makii

appropriate

substitution,

= PO(AtUd)

(IL41)

.

we can tiee that the incre~e

in the specific

internal energy arising from the shock wave ia
E - -E. = IJ:/2 + P&UP/Us

.

(11.42)

- V)]112

(11.43)

Equations (11.39) and (11.40) can be combmed to give
u,=

VO[(P - Pi))/(vo

and
up=
Substitution

[(P - PO)(V() - V)jVz

.

(11.44)

of Eqs. (11.43) and (11.44) in Eq. (11.42) gives the well-known Hugoniot energy
,.,

eouation
E-E.
For a given steady-state

= (P +po)(Vo

–V)/2

shock wave ail the quantities

The locus of any pair of these parameter

.

(11.45)

(P, V, E, UP, U,,) are defined.

is called the Hugoniot curve in the corresponding

plane, m often simply the Hugoniot.
In this development
librium are required.

the uauai restrictions

of steady-state

flaw and hydrostatic

The effect of material rigidity will be diecuaaed later.

of the shock front la not independent

If the shape

of time, several difiiculthe ariae, o no la that a true

nhock-wave velocity can not be meaaured; the apparent
on what part (amplitude)

equi-

meaaured velocity in dependent

of the wave la used to determine a tranait time (me Fig. 11.9),

Even more oerioua, it la usually considered that the rnteady-state aaaumption necessary for
deriving the shock-wave relationahipa is no longer valid, However, thb b realiy of no great
consequence, since if by some quirk of nature the EOS of the material were ouch that the
premure wave dhpemed with time, there simply would be no ohock wave to worry about.
The iow-prcsmre

EOS of fused quartz la of this nature.

velocity distributions

The thermodynamic

etateo and

must be known in order to net up the conservation relationships
17

that

previously were quite simple. Unpublished

data of Taylor and R~ceindicate

that steady-

state shocks exist for some solid materials

at preesures as low as 5 GPa.

This helps to

-tablish

the tildi~

of high-pressure

shock-wave data since shock fronts tend to become

more stable at higher pressures.
C . CornsmrinR 18entro~ea -onlo~

.

We have just derived the conservation
not demonstrated

mathematically

relationships

for shock waves, but we have

that shock waves even exist. To do so, we compare the

consequences of the similar set of equations for continuous flow, where the dimensions of
interest are large compared to the microstructure
tice pararneiem

of the material of interest, e.g., the lat-

of a solid or the particle nize of a heterogeneous

continuous flow implies the lack of d~cmtinuitics,

mixture.

The concept of

such aa the shock waves just discussed.

As before, the equation of motion is simply based on Newton’s lawa of motion, but the
cent inuity equat Ion is developed by considering the flow through a small volume element,
as is usually done for shock wavea. For our applications

the flow can be described

one space dimension, which of coume implies that areas involved in the experiment

by
are

free from influences from edges, e.g., the central region of an impactor on a sabot accelerated in some kind of gun. In the following we reatr%t our~elvea to two types of flow or
compression, isentropic and shock compression.

Isentropic compression can be envisioned

by cofisidering a piston moving Blowly in a thermally-insulated
a gaa, for example.

Here the temperature

cylinder and compreming

will increaae, but the process is done at con-

stant entropy with no heat flow. The reuulting P-V relationship
If the system were operated

is called an isentrope.

in such e nmnner that the temperature

remained constant,

the resulting curve would be denigrated as an isotherm; most static compression data are
obtained isothermally.

from other flow relationships

it appeam that the shock or Hugoniot

EOS and isel,tropic EOS are quite similar, both being adiabatic
and later work we will mmd to refer to the mathematical

(no heat flow). For this

etatement

of th~ flint law of

thermodynamics:
dE = TdS - PdV

.

In the following we will compare the two EOSS for a normal material.

(11.48)
The premwre on an

isentrope for a normal material increaaes with compremion or heating
aP/wl,

<0

(11.49)

m’psi,

>0

(11.50)
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and ~P/W

la becomes stiffer with increasing compression
8~P/av~l,

>0

.

(IL51)

We have seen from the conservation equations that the Hugoniot and isentrope differ only
in the entropy. Tb examine this dtierence

more clouely we will dMbrentiate

energy Eq. (11.45) with reupect to volume and mhetitute
mathematical

the Hugoniot

the appropriate

differentials

in

formulation of the first lawn, Eq. (11.48):
(11.52)

where the termn are written as total differential
Hugoniot. The dWrentials

since we are evaluating

are:
dE=VO-V)dP
2
dV
d2E
~=—z

(P+ PO)
2

——
dV

(V. -V)

daP
‘-—
dv~

dP
dv

d%P
—-—

dap

and
daE = (Vo -V)
~
2
Substituting

them along the

dv8

(11.53)

9

(11.54)

‘

dv2

(IL55)

“

Eq. (11.53) in Eq. (11.52) and further differentiation

gives the following

equation:
TdS = (VO -V)
m
2
T

d%
dT dS
——
=+dVdV=~+~

WE
dv2

daT ds
dva dv + dv

—–

+

dT d%
..–
dv dva

dP
1
~ + ~(P-Po)

d2E
d8S

(11.56)

dP = (VO -V)
2
(V. -V)

+T~=

2

daP
~

(ILb7)

d8P

1 dzP

‘--—
dv8

z ~v2

!11,5s)

or
~d8S
~+2—

dT d%
d%T ds
__=~Vo-V)d’P
—
dV dV~ + dV~ W
2

—-.
dvll

ld~p
—
2 dv%

“

At the beginning of the IIvgoniot, whare P = P. and V = VO, the equations
the followlng:
T dS
av=o
‘

(ILSQ)
simplify to

(11.60)
(11,61)
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and

(IL62)
This shows that the entropy increaae on the Hugoniot is of third order.
change in entropy is zero for second-order

increaee in shock strength,

ieentrope and Hugoniot have the same tit

and second preeaurwolume

initial state.

However, if the

it implies that the
derivative

at the

To aee thw, take the prwaure derivative on the Hugoniot and differentiate

again, giving
dP

dP

E=lw~+

II

ds
% ~xv
aP

(11.63)
(11.64)

d2P
—.m*
dva

a2P

@P
dS 2 8P d2S
~2P dS
— —.
——
~
‘/JSdVa
+ ~
I ‘2iHlSdV
1(
)

(11.65)

“

At the initial point, using the previotw results. we obtain the very important

relationships
(11.66)

-

and
(11.67)
Thus, not only ie the slope of the Hugoniot the same as that of the isentrope,

meaning

that the zero-pressure shock velocity is the same m the ultrawmic sound velocity, but their
next derivative are also the mama. One other important relationship in needed, namely,
the sound velocity or the slope of an isentrope, ~P/W[a,
at P # O with respect to the
Hugoniot. To find thin we will need the thermodynamic

Gfineieen

parameter,
(11.68)

As indicated,

~ is aseumed to be only a function of volume, and for some applications

it

is awumod to satisfy the relationship
PI = P070

●

(11.69)

Additional diecumion of q and Cv are given in later sections. What is required is to relate
the energy on the Hugcmiot, ~H (V), which is determined
20

by the density, to an energy state

.

off the Hugoniot.

Here we are interested

in the velocity of eound, which propagatea

at

comtant entropy, ao we need to preecribe an E(V, S) equation of state. We will relate the
difference in energy between these states (at the same density) with the enerqy calculated
from the difference in preueure and 1. From the de~ltion

of q (11.$8) we have

v

()

EPE=(PPP)

;

(11.70)

.

Thu gives, on dWrentiation,
dE
WH

II

==

~E

+(PH–
‘)’(:’)

8

+(%-3(3

‘Ho”)

●

We also need the differential of the Hugoniot Eq. (IL45):
dl?
F ~=

(VO -V)

2

dP
——
dV~

I

(P. + P~J
2*

(IL72)

Equat”mg (IL71) and (IL72) and wiving for the slope of the isentrope gives

After simplifying and using
al? ‘
_p
~1* =

(11.74)

.

Equation (IL73), we find from the elope along an ieentrope

~

,s=[’-(w=l%++(p”ipn)+$

(p”--p)d~

It cazz be eeen that when PM = P the tit
it croeaea

the Hugoniot.

The

last term

two term

●

‘no”)

give the slope of the isentrope where

then gives the change in O1OWfor ntatee above or

below the Hugoniot.
As a matter of interemt it h appropriate

to note the analoga for the velocity of sound

c = -v(aP/av)

‘;’

with the velocity of a shock wave Eq. (11.43) and the corresponding

(11.76)
equations

for the

material velocity on a rarefaction wave Eq. (11.31) and the material velocity due to a ohock
wave Eq. (11.44).
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III. SUPPLEMENTAL

HUGONIOT

CALCULATIONS

In this section we will outline several calculational procedures for extending the EOS
to regions off the Hugoniot,
isentropes.

mainly by calculating

reflected shocks and pressure-release

We will also shmv how other thermodynamic

and entropy, can be calculated,

quantities,

such as temperature

so that reasonable eatimatea of these quantities

can be

made. The equations are also inverted, so that quantities liie the Griincisen parameter
be
or specific heat cqcalculated
if sound velocities and/or temperatures have been measnred. Almost all the calculations are done by stepwise integration

or iterational

methods.

Sometimes both are necessary.

This causes no hardships,

since one is usually creating

tables or graphs.

can readily be calculated

in flow problems with only a

Temperatum

slight increase in computer time. If appropriate,

some examplea are given. It should be

kept in mind that gamma and the specific heat usually are considered functions of volume
only, because of our ignorance and theoretical

considerations.

This restriction

have to be irnpoeed cm the numerical methods, but the thermodynamic

does not

variablea must be

internally consistent.
A. Reflected Shocks and lpentromq
A problem that frequently

ariaes in shock-wave physics b to find the state that a

shock-loaded material goes to when the shock wavea psssea through it and into a different
material placed on it. To find the solution to this problem one uses the pressure-particle
velocity Hugoniots of the materials of interest.
with the center one representing

In Fig. HI.1 are plotted three Hugoniots

the material through which the shock traveraea fimt. The

Hugoniot of the second material could either lie above or be!ow the first material.

Although

there are some objections to the term ‘shock impedance” the term ia often wed to deucr ibe
states in the preamm+particle

velocity plane. Thus the upper curve is said to have a higher

shock impedan ;e than the other two, or that they have a lower shock impedance.
origin of the term comeu from the conservation

of moment equation

(11.38), P = pOU,UP,

where the product pOU. compared to the similar terms pC in ultrwonica.
is also used to define stiffness but that term ia more appropriately

The

restricted

The product
to U. or C

itself,
The materiala were in contact before and after the pamage of the ohock wave. This
means that they have the same particle velocity, and continuity
pressure in both material at the interface be the same.

also requirea that the

Since the pwticle velocity and

pressure at the interface must be the mune, a graphical or numerical
22

rnolution for this

requirement

in the pressure particl-velocity

plane yields the new states (see Fig. 111.1).

The statea in the samplee are reached by what are called reflected shocks when the pressure
in the samples are h@er,

or pressure release statea or isentropes when the pressure in the

Samplea are lower.
To calculate the refiected shock statea and isentropic release states,

one must use

energy equation, the Hugoniot of the material shocked first, and its Gr6neisen parameter,
q, defined as
q = V(dP/dE)v

(IILl)

.

Varioua forma of the previous equation are used ‘mwhat has been called the Mle Griineisen
EOS. An definad, q can be used in a general energy equation for relating processes and
ene~gies at any point to corresponding

valuee on the Hugoniot, or

E= EM+(P–
Reflected shock loci are calculated

PH)/n

in the P-V plane.

a single-shocked state and a doublwhocked

(111.2)

●

The difference in energy between

state k illustrated

in Fig. HI.2. Using that

difference and the indicated preseure dWrence, the locus of second shock states can be
calculated by ~.2, The following is the equation for calculating reflected shocks, obtained
by satisfying the energy condltiona along the two Hugtmiota:
Pa =

PH - (j?’y)~~(PH- PI)(VO - V~)/2]
1 – (P7)2(% - %)/2

(111.3)
“

Even though it is known that rigidltqr eflecta are present in most shock flow problems,
they are ignored when calculating release states, aa they were when making the reflected
shock calculations.

In that case release sta~

calculated via the thermodynamic

are assumed to be isentropic and can be

law
dE = TdS - PdV

with dS = 0. Using the nomenclature

(111.4)

in Fig. HI.3, the following difference equation can

be obtained to calculate the F-V loci of the isentropm.
pi=

Uoing the rmrne nomenclature,

h -

(m)I[hAv/2

+ EM - Ei..-,l
1 + (p7)IAV/2

(111.s)

a modified form of the Riemann equation,
(111.6)
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.

where AUr is the incremental

increase in the material velocity, is easily evaluated at the

same time as the PV locus is determined.
isentropically

Although

it is difficult to compress solids

to very Klgh pressure, Eqs. 111.5 and HI.6 can be solved for increasing or

decreasing preswre conditions.
B. Recen t ered IIu.on iots
On occasion it is desirable to calculate the 10CW of a Hugoniot that was centered
at some other state; perhaps the material waa heated or the sample had some porosity.
Thw can be done in the same manner es calculating reflected shock statea for use in
impedance-match calculations. Gamma has been used to calculate the effect of porosity
on the density-pressure

loci of shxkcd

materials.

This was first demonstrated

Subsequently, porous materials have been used by several experimented
obtain gamma.

in 1964 [13].

in an attempt

to

With reference to Fig. HI.4, the energy difference at the shocked volume

state V between a Hugoniot based on a crystal density material, VX, and one shocked from
a porous state, VO, is shown by the slashed area. The average value of gamma is
7 = W’o - px)/[Px(vx

– Po(vo

-v)

– v)]

(111.7)

.

Here all valuea are taken along the Kugoniots and the o subscript refers to the originally
porous material.

It in assumed here that the specific internal energies of the crystalline

and porous materials
allows temperature

are the mme. The addition of an energy term in the denominator

corrections to be made.

To correct a Hugoniot data set obtained

with porous samples,

(111.7) is inverted,

giving
Px = Po[q(vo -v)

t- 2v]/ [7(VX – v) + 2V;

.

The La Alarnoa group [12,14] calculated 7 from the Dugdale MacDonald
V
72=—

dz(PV2Js)/dVa

(

d(PV~/a)dv

(111.8)
[15] relationship

1
) – ~

(111.9)

“

However, it is common to une the relationship
7 = 70(PoP)q

There seems to be no justification

(111.10)

●

for udng more complicated

present time. Further discussion of the Griineiaen parameter
24

functional

forms at the

will be given later.

C. Te~erature

and Other ThermodYn amic Co ~j~

Temperatures

are usually not meaaured “mshock-wave experiments,

of the temperature

of the shock state is of considerable

rate proce.ssea are strongly temperature
involve temperature

m well as compressibility,

best described in the P-T plane.
temperature.

If temperature

can be calculated
the relationships

dependent;

interest.

but kncnvledge

For example,

many

studiee of the interior of the earth

and composition

and phase boundaries

are

It thus behooves us ta discws methods for calculating

are measured, the equationa can be modified so specific heats

at lead to the uncertainties

in the Griineisen parameter.

discussed previously, the thermodynamic
TdS = CvdT ?- T(i?P/e?T)vdV

In addition to

identity
,

(111.11)

where
(~P/i9T)v
is used.

= Cv(~/V)

Here Cv ia the specific heat at constant

(111.12)

volume.

from the Griineiaen equation (11.67) in the thermodynamic

Substituting

the value of dE

law (IL46) giv= the follow”mg

relationship:
TdS = (VO - V)dP/2 + (P - PO)dV/2
Eliminating

.

(111.13)

TdS from (111.11) and (III. 13) above gives the differential equation
dT = (VO – V)dP/2Cv

It was ehown by Wackde

a centered difference equation.

more convenient to solve this equation by using

T1.1[1 - /JqAV/2] ~(VO - V)AP + (~ - PO)AV]/2~v
1 + MAV/2
& explained

aa lung aa they are compatible.

If the temperature

the Hugoniot, the previous equation can be integrated
specific heat uwd in temperature

calculations

(111.15)

and opecific heat, can be used

ia aasumed known at some point on
either up or duwn in preusure. The

varieo, from a simple conetant 3R value to

d from the Debye theory with electronic contributions.

the thermodynamic

.

in Fig. 111.5. When using ~his difference

equation, any form of the Hugoniot, Griineiaen parameter,

certainly b very important

(111.14)

One we have used ia

The origin of the various term

a value ca!cula

.

[16] that although this equation can be integrated in cloeed form

for some special cases, it is undoubtedly

TI =

+ [(P – PO)/2Cv - T(q/V)]dV

for metals at high temperature.

The iattir

term

If dS = O (isentropea)

then

identity (111.11) becom~
dT = –T(q/V)dV

,

(111,16)

which can be redly

integrated:
T= Tiexp[–

Temperature

I

~’(7/v)dvl

(111.17)

*

along isentropea have been calculated with 111.17using initial valuea along

the P = O isobar. It might appear that doing so would eliiinate
tainties in the specific heat.

errore cauaed by uncer-

However, theoe same typea of uncertainties

the ammrnption that q is a function of VO’-e

are reflected in

only. Equation HL12 hae been used, again

with the reservation that the variable is only a function of volume, to calculate isotherms
from ieentropea or Hugoniot temperature
not juatiihd.

loci simply because more complex functionn are

The AP term in (IH.12) is often deucribed aE the thermal pressure.

Equation

IH.13 can also be used to calculate the entropy in a similar manner.

A

difference equation we have ueed ia
S1 = Sl_l + [AP(VO - V)+ AV(~ - PO)]/fi

.

(IIL18)

.
R. The Method of M~t~
The need sometimes arises to know the Hugoniot of a material that is a mixture of
other materiale whoa

Hugonioti

are known.

of the compoeite could be calculated
done reasonably

rather

It would be advantageous
than measured.

well, at leaet in some instances.

if the Hugoniot

We feel that thk can be

Before proceeding further we wish to

opecify what mixturee should be amenable to calculation.

Firut, the components

should

not interact with each other. This would exclude such things as alloyo and compounds, for
there is nothing in the simple calculation
the microstructure
things.

or electronic structures

However, if nothing better

Ieaat some properti-

to be deecribed that can account for cbmngea in
that can effect compressibility

can be done, the method could still be useful.

of the new etate can be incorporated.

equilibrium thermodynamic

and other ouch

The calculatimu

are baaed on

conditions, which meano that the particle size should be ouch

that thermal equilibrium can be obtained on the time scale of the experiments.
even thie may be too restrictive,
variations in the temperature

At

since the total energy is properly

distribution

accounted

However,
for and

will average out through the thermal expansion

of the components.
Mixtures occur frequently in geological materiale; rocko are probably the moat abundant, and in a same more of a true mixture without chemical interaction,
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ae oppooed to

-

iron-nickel meteorites, in which some alloying occure. Some minerals such aa foraterite and
enatatite,

whose chemical formulae may be written ae sums of basic oxidee, have definite

crystal structures

of their own. Their EOS properties

moduli, do not correspond to the properties
chemical or structural
substitution

at STP, such ae density and bulk

that would be expected for mixiig without

reaction. Another type of mixing common in silicatee is continuous

of Fe and I@, e.g., (Mg,Fe)Si04.

One would expect that if the EOS of the

end memberz were known, it should be possible to predict the EOS for any intermediate
composition of this latter 8et quite well.
There are obviouely many wayIYto perfmm a mbdng calculation

for determining

Hugoniote, all involving some degree of approocimation, some becauae of uncertainties
temperatures

caused primarily by lack of knowledge of some of the thermodynamic

ertiea. However, we note that if one had a static-isothermal

in

prop

press, and if no reactionu took

place, the P-V 10CWmeasured should be precisely the same as that calculated

if one used

additive volumeu.

‘l’his was the approach used by the Loe Alamoe group [17], and since

they demonstrated

that the procedure did quite well in mveral teute, that k the approach

we will use.
In brief, a zero-Kelvin isentrope is calculated
For dmplicity,

for each component

and lack of knowledge, the specific heat and ~

The denzity at zero pressure and temperature
becauae the specific heat is not constant,

is tit

in the mixture.

assumed to be constant.

found, which contains a small error

The isentropea starting

at thoee densities are

calculated by the difference equation (IILS). The zero-Kelvin isentrope, K, for the mixture
waa found from the equationz
(111.18)
and
EK = ~mlEl(P)
In the above, all the quantitka
mu

fractions of each component.

calculation

.

are taken on the appropriate

(111.19)
ieentrope,

and ml is the

Similarly, PI and Cv for the mixture required for the

can be determined:

n =

~mi(m)i

(111.20)

and
CV = ~ml(C!vl)

.

(111.21)

If the parameter

used in the two previous equations are known, thay can be incorporated

in the calculation

rather than dmated.

The Hugcmiot for th~ mixture b then calculated
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in a manner sindlar to that for reflected shocks, uning the equation

PH =

P. - /q[(E. - EO)]
1 – m(vH – vo)/2

(111.22)

‘

where P. and E, are on the isentrope and EO and VO are the starting

conditions for the

new Hugoniot at P = O. It ia to be noted that the VO used in the previoun equation is
that measured on the materiai of interest. If there are voids in the sample, thw procedure
wiil correctly account for them, aa in the s“dlar

eituation

where Hugoniote for porous

materials were calculated with Eq. HL8.
Several teata of the usefulneua of the above procedure

were presented.

waa conducted on a seriee of commercially available sintered mixtm
tungsten

One test

of CU with W and

carbide, and Ag with W, called Elkonitea [Morton Co]. The U,-UP Hugoniots

for some of the mixtureu are plotted in Fig. HL6, and the valuea of P - p are plotted
in Fig. HL7. It b obvious that the agreement

is very good.

The downward curvature

seen in the U.-UP plot in the kxv-pressure regime is cauaed by voids or poroeity.
percentage compcmition of these materiala can be determined
the computed

zero-preeeure

The

quiti well, and in all caa~

density was higher than that meaeured,

indicating

a small

amount of porosity. The measured density waa used for VO in (111.22), whkh accounts for
the curvature

in the calculated Hugoniot and data plots.

Hugoniot data for two Au-Ge alloys (Fig. 111.8)are also compared with the calculated
Hugoniot.

Here the Hugoniot of the Ge end member has a very large density increaee,

probably because of mhock induced melting,
are in good agreement,

Again, measured and calculated

Data for three iron-nickel alloye are aleo compared

with eimilar good agreement.

Hugoniots
(Fig. 111.9),

The Hugoniot of the iron used for the calculation waa in the

hcp pham and the Hugonlot for the Ni waa in the fcc phase,

IV. PHASE CHANGES AND HUGONIOTS
,

During World War II, Bethe [18] wrote a paper on the theory of shock waves in
which he ohuwed that for a nhock wave to be dable
must increase.

In general, this T wld mean that

It is alao true that for the shock

iixmt to

●

the sound velocity of the material

P-V

EOS would be concave upward,

be otable the nhock velocity mmt incrcmm with

pressure. Thin improbably obvious, sinc~ if the nhock velocity decreaaed with premure, the
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,

lower-pressure part of the wave would simply outrun the high-pressure
material, dzP/dVz

pulse. For a normai

>0, so we expect that shock waves should be stable. However, if there

is a phaae change, regime could exist in the material where the P-V

EOS would appear

to be concave downward M indicated in the P-V Plot (Fig. IV.1). Referring to Fig. 1 we
see that for the wave to be stable,
(Iv.1)
If we substitute

the P-V shock-velocity relationship,

ber that the second wave is riding on material

Eq. (IL41), in Eq. (IV.1) and remem-

moving with a particle veiocity UP1, we

obtain
Vl[(P~ – PJ/(Vl

- V~)]112 + Upl ~ VOi(Pl – Po)/(VO – V~)]1i2

(IV.2)

,

and replacing UP1 by Eq. (11.42),
V1![P2 – Pl)/(vl

– v2)]l/~ + [(PI – P())(vo - Vl)]l/a

~ VO[(P() – Pl)/(vo

– Vl)]lfz

.

(IV.3)
On rearranging,
(P2 - P,)/[v,

- V2) ~ (Pi - P.)/(vo

- v)

.

(IV*4)

Thun the O1OP in the P-V plane must incre~e or the shock front will not be otable.
One matirhd known to have an anomaloue compreaeion curve ia fused quartz. Bridgeman [19] found that with increasing preueure it became more compressible,

that in ita P-V

Iocua in concave downward. From the above analysis, Eq. (IV.4), a nonstable wave ehould
develop if the material is subjected to Borne type of high-premure
ior can be oboerved in fused eilicate when subjected

loading,

Such behav-

to shocko of Iesa than 30C)-kb. The

initial round velocity in ~6 km/s but it decreases with preueure thus a wave ie generated
in which the lead mcnw at 6 km/e but the higher pramre component of the wave movee
at *5 km/s6 ThW, the fu~her the wave trave~ the mom Emeued out it b~om=t
ThiO
example of a nonstable shock wave iEillustrated

in Fig. IV.2, Fused quartz also haa a phaae

change beginning ●t ~100 kb 00 there b additional structure
transition,
still d-

in the wave front cauaed by a

It takcu a praMure of about XXIkb before a otable ohock wave develope but this
not overdrive the anomaloun cornprarion

would rmdt

region.

The type of Hugoniota that

in a particle velocity time record shown in the previous figure is sketched in

Fig, IV.3.
The moat Iike!y type of transition

to be observed in nhock-wave utudiee would b~

a phaae change with an increase in density,
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Because of various thermodynamic

effectn

outlined earlier, the Hugoniot will not coincide with an isotherm where the phase change
ia manifested aa an isobar in the P-V plane. In addition to the thermal effects, there are
also nonequilibrium

conditions and rate processes often present.

and other comiderationa

The effect of transitions

on the structure of the shock front is illust@ed

in the figureis. The

solid curves in the P-V plane are the Hugoniot loci for a material that haa an equilibrium
EOS shown by solid liies. In the tit
in drawn h&r

example (Fig. IV.4) the onset of the phaae change

than that of the equilibrium.

Two reasons for this are: (1) the phaae

change might be quite slow relative b the time scale used in the shock-wave experiments,
hence requiring some amount of overdrive to initiate it; or (2) if the dope of the phase
l“meia positive, the increase in temperature

in the shcxk wave would require that a higher

pressure be reached before the Hugoniot intersects the phaae line. The Hugoniot transition
po”mt could actually lie below the iaotherrn for at least two reaaons: (1) a rather large ohear
streea ia usually induced in shock waves, which could enhance the phase change relative to
a pure hydroet ~tic stress, which mama that the material was not in thermaJ equilibrium.
Or, if the slope of the phase line is negative, the shock wave will croes the phase line at a
lower presoure relative to the cold isotherm. In the next figure (IV.S) are drawn a P-V plot
where three shock matea are indicated:

(1) the onset of the transition,

(2) the preseure of

the shocked etate, and (3] the intemection of the ray from O to 1 and the Hugoniot.

The

second column of figures shows the type of wave profiles that might be obsemed, and the
third column the type of U,-UP Hugoniots that could result from these phaae changea. The
region between points 2 and 3 in the U,-UP Hugoniot in Figs. IV.3 and IV.4 is drawn with
point 2 considerably

lower than 3 and with considerable

transition under chock conditions b C1OWto equilibrium.
1 and 3 might contain oectiona with concav~downward

curvature,

In some came the region between
curvature.

the pressure lies below the point O + 3 ray, a two-wave structure
profile will show diapemion and curvature,

indicat”mg that the

When this occurs, and
will occur but the wave

Thie would indicate that the transition

not gone to equilibrium.

Three exarnpluI of this are illustrated

lieu above the O + 3 r~,

●

two-wave structure

haa

on Fig. IV,S, If point 2

will not exist. However, if there is some

downward curvature, the mmdting wave profile will dmw a sharp rice followed by a rounded
dispersive top whine actual shape, of couree, b related to the uhape of the P-V curve. If
the region betwwn 2 and 3 b concave upward, sharp ~hocb can develop. This would be
the caae for shock prawuw

lower than indicated,

For th~

can ahcnv a gradual increase from 1 to 3. When chock-velodty

caaaI the Un-UP Hugoniot
measuring technique

that

detect only the arrhml of the shock front are wed, the region between points 1 and 3 will
appear aa a region of constant shock veloclty.
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B. Phaae Lines. P -V cllrv~ and U.-U. IIurconiots
A firzt-order phase change is characterized

by the slope, dP/dT,

of the phaae line,

which iz usually given by
dP/dT

= AS/AV = AH/TAV

(IV.5)

,

where AS and AV indicate the difference in entropy and volume between the initial and
final states. In Fig. W.6 are sketched two systems where dP/dT

ie poeitive. In the fimt set,

the Hugoniot iz centered in the low-temperature/high-denai.y

phaee. Thie is the type of

behavior to be expected for normal melting. Ae can be seen,. there is really very little change
in slope going through the mixed phase region; and not neceuzarily much change from region
I to II. For thie region it appeam that normal melting would be quite difficult to detect
from Hugoniot measurernenti,

because the thermodynamic

propertied of the material are

so similar in both pheaea. AE indicated, for melting, dH/dV is nearly continuous.
drawings show that the temperature
phaee region, but the temperature

These

muet increaee on the Hugoniot ae it croeeea the mixed
will “mcreaee at a lower rate. In thie and the next figure,

the curves are drawn for aasumed equilibrium

situations.

It ia reasonable to expect that

for a normal material the Hugoniot would croes the melting curve, because with increueing
preseure the temperature

along the Hugoniot

increaeee more rapidly.

In the second eet

of figures (IV.6) the Hugoniot is centered in the low-pressure/low-demi~
indicated, a two-wave structure
the mixed-ph~e

phase, and, ae

ia poedble, depending on how the ohock wave goes through

region. The graphite diamond transformation

both of the previous examplee the temperature

would be of thin type. In

must increaee.

Figure IV,7 illuatrateo the caee where dP/dT

in negative.

Here the Hugoniot must

originate in the low-density phase if it is to croea the phaee line. A two wave system can
develop, depending on the caveate diecuseed previously,
me that the temperature
dP/dT

For thie type of transition

must decrease if the reaction goes ta equilibrium

we

conditiorm

If

< Owe note from (Fig. IV.5) that the entropy must decrease, and since the oecond

ohock must increase the entropy, we conclude that there &ano way that equilibrium stata
can be obeerved in the shock-wave expel imenti with theee conditions.
in iron h repreaentatlve

The a-e transition

of thie type of traneformat ion, However, the oneet of the transition

can b~ at an equilibrium otate,
It nhould be noted that even though the final atatea in a chock-induced tran~!tion are
not at equilibrium,

it is etill quite podble

to detect the beginning of the trannitkm with
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shock-arrival

me=urements,

since even if only a small amount of material is transformed

it can give rice to a twmwave structure

that can be observed readily.

We have indicated that some fimt-order phaee changea result only in a change in slope
on the US-UP Hugoniot. A similar behavior would be observed if the material only undergoes a second-order

phese change, e.g., a change ‘mcompressibili~.

This type of behavior

IMUbeen obrmved in aliphatic polymere, where it is believed diaeociation ie occurring [20].
Although it is not ordinarily considered a phaee change, the relaxation resulting from
a one-dimensional
a tw-wave

compression to a hydrodynamical

state will also cause the formation of

ntructure in shock fronts. For weak shocks in materials with rigidity, the shock

front ueparatea into two wavea, the first traveliig

at the longitudinal

the second at the bulk wave velocity [141. The amplitude
Hugoniot elaatic ltilt,
strengths.

sound velocity and

of the tit

wave ie called the

HEL, which can be quite large in some materials with large yield

If the amplitud.~? of thin elastic precursor k great enough, first-shock-arrival

mea-

suring techniques often detect it. Often the recor& appear to have abnormally high-shock
velocities.

Such data can usually be r~ognized

A120a (sapphire)
niot meaaurementa

and treated appropriately.

Aa expected,

h~ a huge HEL, which causee considerable errors when making Hugunleau proper precautions

are taken.

If the shock-wave data indicate

a phase change, several featurea can be used to decide whether the transition
phase change or to e!aatic-plaatic
zero-presnure value substantially
that a phaae change exists.

flow. If the high-preuaure U,-UP data extrapolate

to a

below the bulk sound velocity, then it must be concluded

If the data extrapolate

preseure sound velocity, a transition
behavior would be compatible

is due to a

to a velocity higher than the zero-

in indicated, but most likely to a different type. Such

with a mcond-order

material haa become more compressible,

Ordinarily

phase change ae a result of which the
the high-pressure

pressible, but in oome compounds,

if low-prtwmre bonds are destroyed,

indeed become more comprmsible.

Even though the high-pressure

phase ia leaa comthe material can

data extrapolate

to the

zero-preaaure bulk sound velocity, low-pressure phase changee can exist. For theme casea,
and timee for which the data do not go to high enough preuuure to reeolve the problem
through the previous considerations, it iu etil’ possible to decide whether or not a transition exists, To do this, tlrat examine the flat segment of the UC-UP Hugoniot. If this does
not occur near or ●bove the meaaured longitudinal

wave velocity, mu b not obeerving the

effect of a two-wave etructure

flow, If the shock velocity happens to

due to el@ic-p!aatic

be in agreement with the longitudinal

wave velocity, one must then check to we if there

are any Iower-preesure data that extrapolate

toward the bulk sound velocity. If so, it must
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be concluded that agreement with the longitudinal velocity ia purely coincident d, because
if it were indeed due to an elaatic wave, the low-pressure data would have to extrapolate
to the zero-pressure

longitudinal

value. It should be remembered

that if any of the last

two conditions are satiafkd, the existence of a phase change is eutabliihed.
conditions for establishing

that the wave structure

low-pressure data extrapolate

Two necessary

is due to an elaatic wave are that the

to the longitudinal sound speed or that the flat region be at

or slightly higher than the longitudinal sound speed and also that the high-pressure
extrapolate

data

reasonably well to the bulk sound velocity.

It is sometimes deeirable to eutimate the h@-pressure
haa undergone a transition
of the material

EOS of some material

that

in terms of Ma sero-preusure pararnetem, or the Hugoniot EOS

if it were shocked from ita metastable

state.

From examination

of the

diagrams of the ochematica of the eff~ts of phase chang~,

Figs. IV.6 and IV.7, we see

that it is obviously incorrect to cmtrapo!ate the hii-preuaure

U.-UP Hugoniot data down

to zero preaaure, becauae thin reaulta in sero-pressure sound velocities or compressibilitiee
that are often lower than thoee of the original material.

A phase change, with an increase

in density, should meet likely also have an increase in its bulk modulw.
reuults are obtained if the extrapr!ation
trapolation

More reasonable

is doue in the P-p plane, but even here the ex-

is quite subjective because the rate of change of curvature

must be estimated.

Aa w~s discumed earlier, the liiear U.-UP Hugoniot la the logical one to be opecified for
a normal material.

A procedure for baling this beet Hugoniot waa fimt described in 1963

in determiner.g the EOS of ctiahovite [21], and later in more detail [22] for some rocks.
It is an iterative method for finding

●

PO, CO, and S for the metaatable

Hugoniot, which,

when used with certain initial conditions, makes it poesible to calculate or reproduce
original Hugoniot data.

The schematic in Fig, IV.8 lllustra~

the conditiom

the

that exist

in the tmnaition region and that must be oatisfied to determine the difference in internal
energy of the two statem ●t P = O. The procedure
dynamic quantitia

‘I’, S, E, and the Gibh

(Point 1). This requirau that the Gtieisen
the phase line be known or estimated.
the metastable

in first to calculate

all the thermo-

free energy, G, ●t the P-V of the transition
parameter

and specific heat and the slope of

Theee values must also be known or estimated

for

phase, and while they need not be the came, exce~ t for the slope of the P-T

phaae line, they are usually aasumed to be, An isentrope is calculated

from an amurned

rnetastable

at 2S la the same

Hugoniot that matbfiea the condition that the temperature

as that at Point 1, Thin ~’etermina AV and hence AS, Since the free enmgy mud be the
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same on the phase line (Gl = G2), the energy difference,

EOB, can be found. With

EOA –

this a Hugoniot centered at the origiial state can be calculated from the assumed or trial
Hugoniot. The somewhat familiar form of the working equation for doing this is
Pc =
Thie is essentially

Pg[l – ~(VoB – V)/2] + pYIEOA– EOB]
~ – ~(V()* – V)/2
—

(111.8) with an additional

@V.6)

“

term to account for the difference in the

internal energy of the two states. Th~ P-V Hugoniot can then be trwformed
Hugoniot by the application of Eqti. @.41) and (IL42). The

valuea

Hugoniot are found at the shock veiocity of the data points.
ia arbitrary,

h a Uti.Up

of Up on the calculated

The minimizing procedure

but ueually CO and S are held fixed and the denai~

PO is found such that

XAUP = 0. Thie variation tends to move the cak.wlated U,-Up Hugoniote more or lesz
parallel to thernzelves (Fig. IV.9).
minimized.

Ce ie ueually varied next and the XIUPI or XU~ is

This variation tende to rotate the calculated

US-UP trial curvee (Fig. IV.1O).

Finally S is varied, which tende to change the curvature.
lesat wmeitive of all (Fig. IV.11). If any parameter

This laet minimization

or parametem

specified, and the resulting solution ie called restrained.

is the

are known, they can be

If the deneity of the high-pressure

phase ia measured from shock recovered or eyntheaized oamplee, that can be used and the
bulk modulus will be much better constrained.
measure both the densi~

If enough material

can be obtained

and the sound, speed, then the determination

to

of the slope, S,

becomee meaningful.
.
.
D* Elaetlc-Plaetlc M
Elastic-plastic
lecture.

flow iz only of wcor~dary interest to the subject being addreased in this

But by the nature of our experiments

impact experiments,

it in almoet slways with UM.In the plate-

the initial micrw topic motion must be one-dimensional

on both the

macro and micro scale. If the material ie isotropic, the shock wave muet travel at a velocity
governed by a one-dimemional
determined

by the velocity associated with the longitudinal

of this is illustrate

sound velocity. The meaning

in Fig. IV.13, where we have drawn two hypothetical

EOSII. The one-dimensional
the material

EOS. This meana that the shock-wave velocity would be

nature of the flow can only last for u long aa it takee for

to relax to or toward the lower equilibrium

relaxation proceee beginn almoet instautly.
graphite when shocked perpendicular

EOS. For moat materials,

this

ExceptIons of IJori.e inter It are materials

like

to the baeal planes. Here the forces between planea

are no weak that this ie IJirnply the easy mode of compremion,
usuaiiy occurs immediately,

linear US-UP

there are many instances
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Even though relaxation

in which the longitudinal

otatea

do not reach equilibrium.

How closely the approach

elastic parameter

in low-pressure shock studies.
governing the relaxation

an ordhmry material the one-dmensional

and how the materials

These featurea are readily observable

relax are governed by its elastic properties.
several techniques

equilibrium

The shear modulus

is the dominant

flow. What must be considered
macroscopic

by

is that for

flow produces large shear stresses,

which must eventually result in flow by slip on the large scale and which in turn are formed
by dislocations on the micro scale.
Some additional features in Fig. IV.13 deserve comment.
librium

and

experimental

Curves

US-UP

straight lines because of experimental

evidence.

The thr-dimensional
been
drawn
have

The one-dimensional

longitudinal

and the transverse curve have both been drawn with a downward curvature.
of the transverse

equiwith
curve

The shape

velocity curve ia due to the shear modulue, and it ic shown increasing

originally because static measurements

have shown that the shear modulus increases with

pressure. However, because of the rapidly increasing temperature

along the Hugoniot the

shear moduli will decrease, so that curve has been drawn with a downward curvature.

If

the material melts cm the Hugoniot, the shear velocity will become zero. At present there
is evidence that the shear velocity does not smoothly approach zero, but d“wappears rather
abruptly.

When that happens the one-dimensional

curve becomes the equilibrium

No evidence exists to show how cloee the experimental
pressure.

curve.

and equilibrium curves are at high

Moot likely the deviatoric streae, or the separation,

is comparable

to that ob-

served at low preaauree. This would imply that it would only be a small perce~tage of the
total stress. The Hugoniot statee calculated

from the conservation

even if the utatea are not at the hydrodynamic

equationa are correct,

equilibrium condition; it simply meam we

do not know precisely what haa been measured.

V. EXPERIMENTAL

TECHNIQUES

Many techniques have been ueed for studying ohock-wave phenomena.
we will describe briefly some experimentation

In thin section

related to them lecturee. When appropriate,

an examplo or two of typical results will be given. Many techniques have been invented
or developed to study shock waven. These range from the early eyetwns, which detected
arrival tim~ only, to devices that make it poecible to make time-reeolved
material velocity measurement

to a few nanoseconds.

premure and

We will limit this discussion to a

few relatively simple methods that determine only arrival times, from which average chock
velocitk

or material

velocitke

are calculated;
3s

mrne temperature

meaauremento;

come

optical rnethds
systems.

for determining

sound velocities at high pressure;

The simple X-T measurements

on which most of the high-pressure

are included because they form the data base

EOS is based.

It should be noted that thu also

includes moat static high-pressure

data, since their c~lbrations

data. Temperature

are important

measurements

and some recovery

are based cm shock-wave

since they are the on’y way we are going

to learn about specific heats at extremely high temperatures

and pressures where other

quantum effects come into play. These eflects can be seen in the increasingly sophwticated
band structure
measurements

calculations,

and exper”nental

have given us the opportunity

verification is needed. The sound-velocity
to determine both the melting point of solids

on the Hugoniot and the Griineissen parameter.
a more complete undemtand~

of nature.

Both of these quantities

are required for

Some very elegant and sophisticated

techniques

have been omitted simply because they have not been used to address the three m~or
problems: accurate Hugoniot, temperature,

and sound velocity measurements.

techniques have primarily addreused the study of elastic-plastic

The other

flow and other problems

at relatively low pressures.
Shock waves were first used to obtain EOS data for solids during World War II. In
1945 a program was initiated at Loe Alarnoe National Laboratory

(LANL) to determine

the EOS by shock wavee using pin contractors and oscilloscopes.

Shock velocities were

determined by shock arrival times from pins located in holes in the sample and the material
velocity, Ufs, by pins off the surface.

To our knowledge, the first report of that work

was published in 1955 [3]. By using various high explosives (HE) in contact with metal
plates, pressures to about sw kbar were attained

in dense materials

like copper.

that time Professor Bridgman’s upper limit was about 100 Kb. ‘L’heabili~
high quality explosive lensen with fast and slow detonating

components

At

to fabricate

made it possible

to generate relatively large plane waves that could be used to obtain shock-wave data on
several materials simultaneously.
laboratories,

Several sud” lem systems have been developed by various

includ”mg air lenmu, where the slow component is an accelerated

whose velocity is much sl~r

than the detonation

mid- 19S0s, HE systems were used to accelerate
generate even higher pmssurea.

metal plate

velocity of the high explosive.

In the

metal plateu, which were then used to

Figure V.1 is a drawing of an HE system used in the

1950s. Black powder guns have been used as well as gas-propelled guns. With these only
modest pressure could be attained, but the small gaa guns could be used in a laboratory

on

a college campus if desired. With the advent of the space age, large two-stage guns were
developed to study r-entry
(originally spheres) to

ballistics, which were capable of accelerating

velocities

in excess

of 7 km/s.
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small projectiles

In 196$ Jones, Isbell, and Maiden

[23] adapted one of these guns for doing EOS work. Several of theee types of guns are
currently being used. The two-stage gun at LANL consists of a pump tube NM-m long and
100 mm in dhrneter,
in dhuneter,

an accelerating reeervoir, the launch tube, ~lo-m

and an impact chamber.

long and N30 mm

The pump tube is filled with hydrogen gas, which

is compressed by a projectile made of lead and plastic launched by relatively slow-burning
powder in the magazine. The two barrels are coupled with what is called an accelerating
reservoir, where the hydrogen gaa ia comprtaeed and then accelerates a pla&ic sabot with a
metal disc on it. Spherical imploeion syaterna can, of courue, reach much higher pressures,
but they are very expemive and not as convenient to use. It has been surmised that the
Soviets used these in their early [%11] 10&GPa experiments.
using the energy from nuclear explaives,
of 5CN)GPa. Unfortunately,
experiments;

Experiments

have been done

which have generated shock premurea in excess

no measurement

of the material velocity were made in thoee

only relative shock velocities.

Because of th~, no further

mention will be

made of them.

.

.
Pw

A El=trlcal

Probably

the first shock-veloci~

detecting

systems used electrical

shorting

pins

[3,5,6]. Electrical signah were generated when metal pina were shorted by shock-accelerated
metal TIatea. Th~e signab could be displayed on oacilloecopea, a few for each sweep, or
on meters where many signala could also be recorded with good time resolutions but for
longer timee. The signals could be used to detect time difference
of different thicknessca. ‘1’heae then give a straightforward
velocity, In these experiments

termined.

method for determining

metal plate, the free eurface velocity, Uti, could be dpractice to amurne that Uf, waa twice the

~hock particle velocity in determin”mg Hugordot parametem.
with different apacinga and accurately
the shock-wave could bo determined

By emting the many pins

meaauring their pcmition,

●

replica of the shape of

from the derivative of the data.

Minahall [5], who

meticulous in aaaembling and measuring these target aaewnblies, detected

the elaatic wave in shocked iron, Later, employing oimilar techniques,

he and colleague

[24] preuented data (Fig, Y.2) showing that in ,hocked iron there waa an additional
propagating

the

By placing pine kncmm distancea away from the free or

In the early 195(b it was ntandard

was extremely

shock

and othem, many pins mud be dedicated to establish

shape of the shock-wave arrival.
front surface of a shock-loaded

between shocked namplm

at 13 GPa. They alao d~ribed

wave

the neceusary unfolding required for reducing

free-surface x-t data to P-V etatea in a multiwave sydem.

The signala from more than

60 pins were recorded on oecilloecopea in thie experiment, which implies that considerable
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effort was expended in performing this measurement.

Some of the optical experiments

to

be described later eliminate much of this work. In 1964 IL Dick began wing shorting pins
to measure the EOS of liqu@.s [25-26]. The experimental

configuration

he employed for

measuring shock velocities in liquid N2 [25] is shown in Fig. V.3 and the data in V.4.
Shorting pins are still being used as shock arrivai detectors
twestage

guns, e.g., Morgan, 1974 [27] and Mkhell

experiments

on the high-velocity

and Nellis, 1981 [28,29]. In theue

the diameter of the target ia fairly small (2G25 mm) so that only ten or so

pins are wed, usually detecting shock arrival at two thicknesses at different rad~i (Fig. V.S).
ThM is sufficient to determine projectile tilt. Bow is essentially determined
center. By use of high-quahw

by a pin at the

coaxial cable delay lines, the time interval between signals

can be made quite small and recorded with faat-sweeping
readiig errom. The accuracy in determinii

oecilloscopea, whkh

reduces

shock velocity iE probably about one percent.

However, the projectile velocity can be determined

to xO.1 percent, since the projectile’s

transit time can be measured over a long d~tance (0.2-0.3 m). Various detectom have been
used to measure the impactor velocity, including interrupted
magnetic pickup coils. Th~ ia a @or

laser light, flaah x-rays, and

advantage of using these guns aa oppoeed to high

exploeive systems. Records for various dktgnoetica are shown in Fig. V.6 for an experiment
on the gun.

Almoet all the optical techniques used to mtudy shock-wave phenomena

rely on the

use of a sweeping image or nmear camera. Scmewhere hi the camera, a rotating mirror in
the optical path cauaea the image to move across the film plane.
the 6mt smear cernera waa constructed,

We do not know when

but their origin undoubtedly

goes back to around

1850, when rotating mirrom were used to determine the velocity of light. Bjj World War II
many sweeping image cameras were used with writing epceds of a few mm/pa.

This waa

soon increaaed to almoat 10 mm/ps, and finally with the advent of beryllium mirroru, to
about 20 mm/M.

.EIectro-optical deviceu available now have writing speed capabilities

that far exceed ordinarily shock-wave diagmatic
The flaah-gap type of experiment &t
ably been @
its operation

requirements.

dwcribed by Walsh and Christian

[4] has prob-

more than any other k chnique to obtbin Hugoniot data. The principle of
is that ntrongly shocked gaw

with spaceu approximately

emit radiation.

Walah put Plexlglna blocks

0.1 mm over different areaa of the target and viewed the radia-

tion through a set of slits. When the free surface of tho material traversea the small gapn,
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.

the shocked gas ra&atea.

Thw radation

is sometimes observed, depending on the width

of the slit and other things, but it in much weaker than the light emitted when the gas
shock is reflected back from the plexiglaa window. This burst of light is quite short but
it is long and bright enough to expose the film. The light is extinguished
becomes opaque, so the camera records an image approximately
if it were taken instantaneously.

or the plexiglss

the width of the slit as

Detaila of some flash-gap systems are shown in Fig. V.7.

The system as described in used almoet exclusively for measuring discrete time intervals.
Many modifications of the target aasembly exist.
C. Standardq
The dehition

of the word standard

in rather nebulous.

that can be ueed aa a basis for determinii
standard.

For the present dwuasion

consider a material a standard

In general, any material

the EOS of other materials

we are beii

is in pr”mciple a

slightly more restrictive in that we will

only if its EOS ham been determined

in some manner that

does not require the use of the EOS of some other material.
It has long been recognized that Hugoniot data could be obta”med by simultaneously
measuring the impact velocity of a rapidly moving plate and the subsequent shock velocity
induced in a stationary

plate.

If the dAver plate and target plate are made of the same

material and are in the same thermodynamic

state, then the symmetry

of the colliiion

requirea not only that the pressure be the same in the driver and in the target plate but
also that the particle or material velocity behind the shock wave be exactly one-half the
driver velocity.

When using gun deviceu the projectile velocity can be measured

very good precinion by monitdhg

with

its free-flight motion over relatively long dwtauc~

electronic pins m other z.dtable devica.

by

This has been done at LANL, Caitech and LLNL,

for example, using two-stage gun devices.

However, the bulk of the experimental

data

obtained here has been obtained using explosively accelerated driver platee. Unfortunately
it ia more ditiicult @ make accurati

measurement

of the driver plate velocity, UD. The

biggest dilllculty la due to the fact that the driver plataJ are not moving at constant velocity
at the time of impact, which means that the velocity must be determined at some position,
over a very short interval of motion.

Pin techniqu~

cxplcmive IIyetems. However, for standarda

have also been umed ouccmfully

in

developed at LANL we have used a oweeping

image camera to nxord shock-wnve arrival by the flash-gap technique described earlier,
The shock velocity waa determined

in the usual way by meaauring shock wuve arrivai

times a~ different levein in the target plate.

In order to circumvent
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the fabrication

difIi-

cultiea encountered

in making precise velocity measurements

small groove was machiied
tial measurement

of the driver plate directly, a

in the impact side of the target plate, which allows a differen-

of the shock-wave velocity and driver-plate velocity when the shock-wave

arrival was observed over a plane area from the free surface direction.
Detaiis of the assembly can be seen in Fig. V.8. The upper part of the figure shows
the arrangement

of the plastic flash blocks which in effect gave four independent

Us-UD data points.

sets of

The left-hand side of the aseembly was used to measure the shock

velocity and the other aide the driver velocity. Each set of blocks waa viewed through four
or five slits. The croos-eectional views below are des’@s ueed in different pressure regions.
The first two designn are for the knv-preueure rg ime; the upper one haa the IJD groove
in the correct position.

At higher preeeure the grooves are not aa readily pinched off and

can be made ae deep as the target plate thicknese allows. For the high-preaaure shots the
target plate thickness ie limited by the thin drivere (0.9 mm) used to reach high velocity.
A resulting

photographic

record is ehown in Fig. V.9.

preseure shot and the uppermost

crosu-sectional

Thu wae a relatively

deeign was used.

low-

In thie record, time

increases downward; hence, the early traces on the left-hand side represent the nhock-wave
arrivai at the bottom of the narrow groove. The corresponding

reference tracee eutablieh

the wave arrival at the top of the plate. Since the flaah blocke on the right-hand
at a lower level, the reference tracee for the UD measurement

side were

arrived earlier. The offeets

repreuent the difference ‘m the driver-shock transit times through the small gap machined
in the bottom of the plate.
As airnple aa such a system appears to be, considerable care muet be used in choosing
the correct groove depthn so that optimum precision can be obtained.

In thoee experiment

the width and lateral location of the grooves were always the same. In Iow-premwre shocke,
the UD traces are pinched off by the sidewiae rarefactions
which runs considerably

ahead of the projectile.

caused by the ohock wave,

Thun, the driver velocity can only be

measured over a run of about 1 mm. Data for oeveral materials were reported in Kinslcnv’s
Hypervelocity Impact Phenomena book, Linear fite of the data were adequate for all except
iron, where a umall amount of curvature

or a slight break in the curve can be observed.

This lack of linearity haa been observed in other materialn that have undergone
change.
additional

In iron it wan thought

that the curvature

or change in dope could be due to

phase changes, either the hcp + fcc transition,

the solid-liquid

tra.mition,

both. Thae techniques are not capable of reeolving thin problem. The zero-premure
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a phaee
or

eound

velocity data meneured here were not ueed in the leaat-oquarea fits. The resulting us-up
and P-UP Ilugoniots are shown in Figs. V.1O and V.11.
At least

two

other materials qualii

experiments were performed with twwtage
Morgan [28] and Mkhell

as standards,

Pt and ~.

gun experiment

Symmetrical

impact

both at LANL and LLNL by

and Nellia [30].

Although much data have been obtained ueing symmetrical
all thoee matermls we coneider to be primary h@pressure
data have been obtained using the shock impedance tecldque

impacts, which includes

shock-wave standards,

most

developed by Walsh et al.

[19ss]. With thin method relatively small IIamplea of the material being studied are placed
on a fiat plate, oftan cahd

the standard

and prmsure at the utandard-sample
solution for thin requirement
values.

This establiihea

or the baae plate.

Since the particle velocity

interface must be the same, a graphical or numerical

in the prewmmparticle

the pressure and particle

velocity plane yields the neceseary
velocity of the other oarnples.

(see

Fig. V.12). To calculate the reflected shock statea and isentropic release stmtes, one muet
uee the calculations outlined earlier. The impedance match aolutione are done in the P-UP
plane, but the croee curveo are calculated in the P-V plane. It is known that rigidity effects
are present in tha)e shocked conditiom,

but they are lgnccred now u they were then in

making the impedance match solutions.

In which case releaee data

are aaaumed to be

isantropic (constant entropy, S) and can be calculated via the methods outlined earlier. In
the majority of the measurements
of the standard

the shock velocity was meaaured through two mrnplee

to eetablish the shock strength

in the standard.

aseembly is shown in Fig, V.13 and an enlargement
In the previous section the experirnenta
were preeented.

However, when any material

Gr6neioen function must be ueed to calculate

A drawing of a typical

of a record in Fig. V.14.

to determine

standards

b used as atandarda,

and some reeulte
come form of the

reflected shocke and rarefaction

waveo IJO

that the impedanco match technique can be ueed to obtain Hugoniote of other materials
ae described in this section.

A neceuary

but not sufficient condition for their adequacy

is that we should be ●ble to reproduce the Hugonlots of the othem when one b used aa
a standard
uzatdala

in the impedance match sy~tem.
were comidered as standarda,

In the work reported

in Khudaw [17], five

Theoe were all croaa checked aa deecribed above,

The reeultu of three of thww croee checkn, using the otandardm mod frequently employed,
Cu, 2024 Al, and Fe, are reproduced in FigI). V,15-V,17,
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These good results do not preclude the poesibili~

that the EOS of all of these mm

teriab contain some type of systematic error. One pmeible source of error is the ~igidi~
of the materiaie.

Until shock heat”~

melte the material,

rigidity effects will be present.

It is not known how far the actual statea on the Hugoniot are away from equilibrium,

or

what effect thie unknuwn deviatoric atreue will have on the reuhock and release states of
the dandarb.

The Emt interferometer

used in shock-wave otudiea was a ‘Michelson interferometer,”

MI, developed by Barker and Hollenbach in 1965 [31]. Thie instrument

had a practical

velocity limit of 0.1 km/s, becauue the number of recorded fringes wan proportional
interface disphwement.
terferometer,”

to

To extend the velocity range, they [32] developed the “velocity in-

VI. For thie hterferometer

the recorded fringee were directly proportional

to

the interface velocity. Both the MI and the VI required spectrally reflecting mwfacea. This
criterion limited the upper velocity range of the VI because there is ueually substantial
face degradation
integrity.

nur-

at preumwes exceeding 10 GPa. Phase changes can also influence surface

To circumvent the problem of mwface degradation

upon shock loading, Barker

and Hollenbach in 1972 developed the VISAR [32], which is their acronym for ‘Velocity
Interferometer

System for Any Reflector” (Fig. V.18). In a VISAR the reflecting mrfaces

can be either opectral or diffuse. However, for most applications

the mwfacee are initialiy

reported to be diffused reflectors to minimize reflectivity changes during shock-wave experiments.

A VISAR modification developed by Hernaing in 1979 w

ail four quadrature

signals rather than just the two used in the original design [33]. This modification
resulted in substantial

has

impruvementa in both data acquisition and data analyoia. In a typ-

ical VISAR experiment a transparent

window with a reflecting coating in put on the front

surface of the sample being investigated,

This helps maintain surface quality and pressure,

Three window commonly wed are sapphire, LiF, and PMMA. It b expected that all these
windmw wouid themselves radiate ●t come prewwre, and if so they would also become absorbere. Moat likely these windom are
monochromatic

●baorbing, but not enough to quench the intense

radiation from the laser. Interferometera

have been wed incrmaingly

for

work in geophysics, especially to otudy the r~ponoe of crustai mineraia to nhock-induced
impacte [34], Figure V.19 is an example of the result of a VISAR experiment
~hock-wave structure,
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to study the

We have shown in Sec. III how to calculate temperatures
general, the specific heat, Cv, and the Griineisea parameter,

along the Hugoniots.

q, are required to do thi~, in

addition to the measured Hugoniot. While there are usually fairly good theoretical
for choosing values for these pararnetere,
the temperature

Of course the effect 7 and C. would have to be separated.

Temperature

ream.-a

it would increase our knowledge considerably

could be meaeured behind the shock front and theee parameters

are other types of experiment

In

if

derived.

Thin can be done because there

in which v can be obtained.

measurements

on shocked transparent

materiala was begun by the Se

vieta by Kormer, $initsyn, Kirillov, and Urlin [35] in 1965 on some alkali halidea.
work wae done with two-color pyrometry.

This

They observed that the intemity of the radiation

emanating from the shock front rose very slowly, implying that the shocked material was
not optically opaque. Current measurements

fortunately

ohow that the onset of radiation

can be quite steep (a few m) for many material 3. Others performed
measurement.

addit~onal radiation

In 1968 Kirillov, Kormer, and Sinitzyn [36], studied ionic crystals at some

what lower prese~

and reported that the inferred temperature

were much higher than

couid be accounted for on the basic of equilibrium thermodynamics.
the thermal energy imparted
to give the apparent

They estimated

that

by the ohock wave was only about a fifth of that required

thermal radiation.

a large number of free electrom

They propoeed that plastic deformation

that only slovdy came into equilibrium

Later, 1969, Kormer et al. [37] reported on non-equilibrium

created

w i+h the lattice.

temperature

in ionic crystals

meaaured pho i graphically by a method used by Model in 1957 for shocked gases. Thww
were very high preeeure experiments.
layer of nonequilibrium

Zol’dovich in 1968 [38] propoeed that there wae a

electrom behind

the radiati~ m from the eletrona

the

density discontinuity

in equilibrium with the lattice.

peare theru is a limited pressure range where thermodynamic

that completely screened
In the alkali halid~

it ap-

properties can be measured.

An increase in interest seemed to occur at the end of the 1970s. Lyzenga and Ahrans [39]
described a six-channel optical pyrometer,

(Fig. V.20), and they reported

some data on

SiOz on Mg2Si04 in 1980 [40], They calibrated

with a tungsten

filament and fittid the

results with a P1anck’11distribution

If the material

haa a constant

(Fig. V.21).

embsiv-

ity M a function of wave length, then a value for the average emissivity can be obtained
when fitting the data to the Planck radiation
radiation curve becomm distorted

function,

However, if it is not constant

and an incorlect temperature

inferred,

the

More recently

Lyzenga and Ahrenn and Mitchell presented data on SiOa (1’ig. V.22),
In 1980, guquira, Kondo, and Sawaoka [41] deucribed their opticai pyrometer,
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which

-

UEeda holographic grating to disperue the radiation on a multichannel analyzer with siliconintenaified targets.

A similar system waa used by Kondo and Ahrenn [47]. A record of the

spectra from shocked calcite they measured is reproduced

in Fig. V.23. The detector had

490 channela, whkh were sampled in groups of 10. The ~ystem relies on gating circuits to
sample the radiation

over the correct time interval.

If the radiation

is not uniform over

this interval oome reservations should be made about its aaoumed accuracy. They showed a
record of radiation intensity against time in which the iight intemity waa very nonuniform.
We have pha~aphically
a broad spectral

range (z400-700

shocked Si02 and the radiation
nitromethane

determined brightneaa temperature
mm) by simultaneously
from detonated

for shocked Si02 over

recording the radiation

nitromethane.

The radiation

from

from the

and Si02 were viewed through a uet of slits of different widths (Fig. V.24) so

that the relative intennitiea could be compared (Fig. V.25) and the temperature
determined from IuwNn temperature

of the nitromethane

md Planck’s radiation law. This

technique haa the nice feature in that absolute radiation

levels need not be determined,

only the relative radiation of the unknown and the standard.
must be assumed that both the dandard

of quartz

A disadvantage

ia that it

and unknown radiate like a black body.

The

data plot (Fig. V.26) shows the effect of a previously unobserved phase change. The data
also indicate that the specific heat is substantially

different in the two phaaea. Decause

the crystal quartz and fwed quar&z data lie on the same curves it b concluded that the
radiation is solely due to the internal energy of the Si02, sinc~ the fused quartz and cryotal
quartz are not a! the mrne prewur-densi~
Up to the prtwnt
materials.

time, temperature

This more or lean precl~ded

states,
measurements
measuring

were restricted

to transparent

the shock temperature

menta. Recently, BaM, Svendaen, and Ahrena [42] reported temperature

of mnet el~

on shocked iron.

They measured the radiation from the iron through a sapphire window using the techniques
deecribed earlier (Figs, V.20-V.22),

The temperature

derived are dependent on the tran~-

mimion of the sapphire and the relative thermal diffusivit?w of the sapphire window and
the opaque sunple,

Although the sapphire appeam to be a g~od window, neither the iron

or sapphire thermal diffusion coefllcienti are well known, Extraneous
interface addn further difficultia

to thaw meaauremente.

radiation from the

Efforts to meaaure the thermal

diffusion in shocked matariala has begun, and it is hoped that temperature
on opaque materiala can be made with Iew ~.~certainty,
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meaaurernenta

Many transparent
shocked transparent

materials

radiate

like a black body.

materialz can provide an extremely

The radiation

from theee

senzitive method of looking for

small changez in pressure. We have utilized this feature for detecting rarefaction wavea in
both transparent

and nontransparent

materials [43]. The standard

technique of impact”mg

a target plate with a relatively thin (a factor of four or so) impactor or driver waz uzed.
By using proper thicknezz ratioe, the shock induced in the target will be overtaken
the rarefaction
rarefaction

from the back side of the impactor.

We have attempted

by

to meazure the

overtaking velocity with zome of the in uitu gaugee available, but when the

shock preuzureu were sufficiently high for the reaultz to be interesting,
For nontranzparent

materialz

our gaugez failed.

one can uzually make the driver and target of the same

materialz, which iz uzually the preferred arrangement. For these materiala a transparent
material, called the analyzer, that radiateu like”a black body is put on the front surface
of the target plate. Thiz plate has areae of different thicknesses, like a step wedge. It can
be made of dizcrete piecez of different thickneuzez, When the shock reachez the analyzer
it radiatea at comtant

amplitude

until the rarefaction

wave overtakes it and degradee the

prezsure, which Iowem the radiation intenzity. The radiation iz viewed through a small hole,
~ 1 mm in diameter, by the end of a fiber-optic hght pipe with a diameter of 0.6 mm, about
20 mm from it. Meet scattered
pipee tranzmit

the radiation

light is eliminated by a pair of bafk
into PM tuba

whose output

in between. The light

in recorded on Tektron”bc 485s.

The tubee have Beck’s [44] voltage divider circuits, which have rice timez of <1 M. The
x-t plot (Fig. V.27), although
the lead characterietice
wave in the target and

idealized, is typical for a strong shock in aluminum.

of the releaze w
●

bulk wave m

●

Only

) are drawn, which here reprezentz the elaztic
liquid analyzer.

For materiab

with elaatic-plaztic

flow the x-t diagram can become quits complicated,

and if the amplitude

release wave iz large, it becom-

where the bulk releaae wave cornea

diflicuh to ascertain

in. ~ome help in making that detmnination
position occur in the target.

h obtained

of the ehwtic

by having the elaatic overtake

In Fig. V.28 the type of record obtained

by thiz method i~

compared with one that would be recorded with an in situ gauge.
The ratio of the target to driver th!cknw
the shock in dadgnated

where the rarefactlon

wave just

overtabn

R. In Fig, V.27 we can see that time for shock through the driver

and the rarefactlon waveo to the shock transit time through the target b equal b
t = T/U,

= D/U, + D/C~ + T/C~

.

(V.1)

With a little algebra it follows that
CL = U,(R + 1)/(R - 1) = U,R”

,

(V,2)

-

CL as indicated in Fig. V.27 is the Lagrangian sound velocity. The actual sound velocity,
(2, is given by

c = c%Jp
R“ in Eq. (V.2) ie in a senee an EOS parameter,
to the shock velocity.

(V.2)

●

since it ia the ratio of the sound velocity

Several analyzera have been used: bromoform

2.89 g/cma;

fueed quartz;

and some high-denai~

5.2 gin/cm.

A Eet of records obtained with these is reproduced

(CHBr3), den~ity

lead glaeses with densitiee of 4.8 and
in Fig. V.29. Bromoform,

in spite of being somewhat nasty, ie usually ueed bczauae of its high density and the eaee
with which high quality aueembliee can be made.

An example of the level of precision

obtainable with thie technique can be seen in the diztanc-thickneae

plot in Fig. V.30.

If the driver and target are not the same, Eq. (V.1) ie modified somewhat becauee
the shock and sound velocities are not the same in the driver and target plates. The sound
velocity in the target is now given by

(V.3)
Here D and T refer to driver and target and U to the shock velocity. R again is the catchup
ratio of the system.
.
If the impacted plate ie transparent,

and if it radiak,

then the wund speed can be

determined on a eingle sample, A record obtained from the radiation from shocked fused
quartz and one on bromoform are reproduced in Figs. V.31-V.32,

The quartz sample WA

made of several Iayem, An opaque film of Al waa vapor depmited on the tlmt interface to
prevent extraneous

light from shocked gaeea in the driver-target

imately 80% transmission

free run space. Approx-

Al films were depoeited on the other layem. In the bromoform

experiment, 5-micron Mylar fllma with Inconel coatinga were placed in the liquid, Thus, aa
the chock progreoued through the ascembly, an increase in the radiation occurred at each
interface.

If th-e

interface

are parallel to the tihock front the rise time through

interface

in a measure of the structure

of the shock front, Hence

sure of the shock velocity can be obtdned

●

these

well-determir~ed mea-

if the opacing is known, u well u the catch-up

raticm. Thuo, the shock veloclty and the sound velocity at pr~ure

can be meaaured on

the mrne experiment.

UL.kswmdbdmmb
Probably every shock-wave rtwearch group has performed Oomerecovery experiments

at some time or other. There are at least two reasons for this: (1) some interesting

things

have been observed; and (2) it is .jost plain fun. DeCarli and Jamieaon [45] reported on the
successful recovery of diamonds from shock-loaded carbon. We do not believe their recovery
system haa been fully described, but a modeet yield of diamond can apparently be obtained
in various explosives systems. The type of recovery system outlined in Fig. V.33 has been
used by several laboratories.

This particular

system was ueed by Zukas and KcQueen

[46] to produce fine-grain iron. For recovery experirnente
opposed to in-contact

HE experiments,

pressure is easily estimated.

little distortion.

as

because the length of time the samples are at

Thin aleo makee it straightforward

front span plate should be, and approximately
When these comideratiom

we prefer to use impactors

to specify how thick the

where the side protection

rings should be.

are observed, the central regione are recovered with remarkably

There is some distortion where the samplea are located, which is to be

expected because the samplea and the holdere do not have precisely the same shock-wave
characteristics,
experiments

e.g., shock impedance and compressibilitiea.

We have used iron for most

because it ie cheap and strong and cornea in in convenient sizes for making

the assemblies.

We have found that some materials,

boron nitride for example, just left

the holes they were placed in. For EN this waa probably due to the large phaee change in
that material.

For these matkwiale we nimply countersink

a hole in the top of the container

and weld a plug in place. Reasonable care should be taken to avoid altering the s-plea
by higtl temperature.

Weiding b not required for moat materials.

Rnther than use a conical plane wave HE lens, we prefer to use a plane air lens to
initiate the driving HE. Line-wave generatom are used to initiate a weeping

wave in a

thin sheet of HE that drives a metal plate m that it reachee the HE charge more or lew
uimultanemudy.

This type of system is used for moat recovery show to minimize the coat

and to minimise the total amount of HE uned in the experiments.
Another recovery system (Fig, V.34) that hae been used frequently is the cylindrical
OW&?Jlingwavo system. The material of interest b loaded into a pipe, usually utaink
Sometlmee end plugs are used, other tima

steel,

the endn of the holder pipe extend beyond the

eample are rnknply extruded together in the shot, Deta sheet iu wrapped around the holder,
The thicknem of the wr~.p giv~ some control of the pr-ure

pulee generated.

To minimize

the amount of exploeive and to increaee tha pulse-time reeponse, confining shells are often
umed. Here the annuluo between the HE and the confining mhell wave WM eometimeo filled
with Hg, thus eliminating

any rnachlnlng and problems of putting

the HE in the pipe,

Similarly Cornp C can be umd by simply packing it between t!~e Inner pipe and confining
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pipe. A disk of exploeive is placed in ccmtact with the charge on one end and is initiated
at the center.

All one needs to do now is to pick up the pieces. If a steady stab

Mach

disk in formed, then the preusure in the material in that xgion can be determined

from

the detonation

velocity of the explaive.

The maximum pulse duration

known, but it ie unually quite ehort. There is also a radkl distribution

ie in general not
for the maximum

presaurea reached. Recently Morris, Mc@wen, and Marsh [471descxibed some experiments
and hydrodynamic calculation relative to formation of Mach diik in these geometries.

VI. THE LINEAR us-up
Fkom the exampl=

RELATIONSHIP
shown in the previoue sections it is apparent that the shock-wave

data are adequately. d~ribed

by the liiear

U.-UP relationship.

This waa noted many

yearn ago [14], and becauee the U. va UP data were remarkably liiear, it became common
place to describe the Hr ~oniot loci with the equation
u, =Co+sup

We will often refer to this equnticm aa the liiear
eection Co is the ~prcsmre

in~pt

(VI.q

.

EOS or the linear liugoniot.

In thie

and S the slope. Usually S refers to entropy, but

in thin section we will use S for the F&M to make it eaaier to see in the equations.

Co h the

zero-prcmmre shock velocity and s!mdd be equal to the zero prannwe bulk sound velocity
CD=

[c? - (4/qc:]

1’1

(VI.2)

.

Cl and C. are the longitudinal and rnhar ehwtic wave velocities for an ieentropic material.
In moat instanc~
experimental

the agreement of the shock-wave intercept,

CO, and C~ iu within the

accuracy, Several peop!e have investigated the appropriateneou

of this simple relationship

Pastine ad

and adequacy

Piaaceoi [48]; Ruoff 149];and more recently, Jeanlori

and Grover [60]. There b no doubt that in the ●bumco of phase changea and nonideal
behavior caused by elamtic waveIBthe dcacription is quiti good. We teotd
aln by fitting the data by the method of

least squara

Eq, (VL1), We found that the dgn of the quadratic

it for 19 met-

to linear and quadratic

kmns in

term WM plus or minus with almoet

equal frequency. Moraover, because of th extra degree of freedom, it WM oometim~
that the oigmae for the quadratic
Probably the greaht

found

fke were greater than for the linear.

use for an EOS for nmteriab

kfore the development

of atomic

bombs wan for predicting the stat- ~f the interior of the Earth, These EOSO were bad
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on

whatever data was available and the bezt scientific insight. However, most involved some
type of expansion, whi~ we know in not a very reliable method of extrapolation.

Recently

Je.anloz [51] compared the shock-wave EOS, Eq. (VL1), with finite otrain theory by mathematically expanding and comparing equivalent termz. He found that the Birch-Murnaghan
equation, and the liiear EOS, are virtually indistinguishable.

He also compared Eq. (VI.1)

with other EOSS. If the shock-wave EOS is not appealing to one because of the procedures
required to calculate temperature

and to account for entropy, these other EOSa might be

beneficial. For thoee interested, Jeanloz determined higher-order terms than are developed
in the next zection.
Without needing to fit data with various expansions, some insight to physical behavior or properties can be made by examining the coefliciente Co and S. The first requirement
is to expreua the Hugoniot relations Eqs. @.37-11.43) in terms of these coefficient.

The

prmsure$ pH, m a function of volume, v, k

‘H=

Cg(vo – v)
[v. - S(V, - v)]’

(VI.3)

“

Its pressure derivative with respect to V becomes
p~==

dP

= -@
H

If we substitute

[V()+ S(V() - v)]
[v, - S(vo - V)]8

(VI.4)
●

the value of the compression
~ =

which from the consavation

(V()- V)/l/()

,

(VI.5)

of mass [Eq. (11.37)] becomes
~ = Up/u,

(VI.6)

,

Eq, (VI,3) becomes
(VI.7)
and itu volume derivative
-c?
(1 + sq)
ijg- (1 - S9)8
In termn of q, the slope on the isentrope

‘

(H.73) along the Hugoniot can be written
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(VI.8)

Recalling that the sound velocity C = V(-8P/@2,

the expression for the sound speed

along the Hugoniot becomes

CH =

1/2

CO(1 - @

(1-swz

[ l+s~-&j

Since the sound velocities can nuw be determined

(VL1O)

.

1

along the Hugoniot at high preasurea it

is possible w calculate 7 from these experimentally

determined

quantities.

Solving for pq

in Eq. (IL73) gives
(VI.11)

We mawin the previous section [Eq. (V.2)] that there is a unique relationship

between

the sound velocity and the shock velocity, R* = CL/Uo, in the overtaking experiments

used

to determine the sound velocity. If we use that feature, Eq. (VI.11) becomes considerably
simpler when incorporated

“mthe liiear UC-UP relationship.

The “wntropic pressure derim

tive becomee
P:=

dP/dVl~

= -Ca/Va

= –[R*U,/Vo]2

.

(VI.12)

In terms of C aud S, the shock velocity from P = O is

u:=voPH/q

= c:/[1

- sq]~

(VI.13)

●

This term can be canceled out of all four terms of Eq. (VI.1O), which becomes

(VI.14)

or
P7=P0

{(1 + Sq) - R*(1 - Sq)}
Sqa

.

(VI.15)

If vvelook back at the tlrst equation for q, Eq. (VLll),
make meaningful determination

it becomes ●pparent that to
of q one must go to higher pnwaure, where the difference

in slopes of the Hugoniot and isentrope becom~ large enough for the calculated

7’s to be

meaningful.

A rnther

Of course, it is at high preusurea that we most need to know q.

fortunate circumstance.
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There is one more relationship
a&abatic bulk modulus expreed

we need and that is the pressure derivative of the

in terms of the coefEcienta of the linear EOS. The bulk

modulus, ~H is defined aa
KH = –V(dP/dV)H

[VI.16)

of Pi in Eq. (IV.4). Thus

and we will find its pressure derivative using the detiltion
dK~
() -M

At P = O, V = VO, dV/dP

so”tP=o

= (-J~~fl
0 [V. - S(VO - v)]’

C: = -Vi

dK~
——
dPpso

(VI.17)

and P~ = Pi.

vaLVO - SVO - 3SVO]
v:
0

.

(VI.19)

The zero-pressure derivative of the bulk moduluo ia unually defined as K:,, ao in terms of
the Hugoniot it becomes
XL =4s–1

K: is ditllcult for static experiment
cumture

(VI.20)

.

to measure, u this is basically meaauring the

of the P-V curve. Even though the pramure range of the static exper”knenta haa

increased or exceeded the prusaure regime for rout”me shock measurements,

an accomp-

nying decreaae in accuracy has prevented a better resolution of thou parameter.
It would be beneficial to find some phyoical reasona to explain why the linear relation-

ship (VL 1) is so good, As stated by Jeanlos [51], ‘A remarkat le tiding

that haa emerged

from these studies ia that the preamre volume relation of the Hugoniot can be expressed in
a eimple form for virtually all materials that have been examined. Thin ia nurpr’wing in the
same that there is no general expreMion known from quantum mechanic.a for the energy
of a condensed phaee u a function of volumetric strain.

k

the EOS is the observation

of the energy with respect to volume, the llugordot should be oerultlve to the changa
&tron

What ie more remarkable

denaitiea that occur under p~ure,”

thla haa been known for over thirty yeara.
and heads in the correct direction.

in the fact that

We can offer a couple of argumente

the linear relation workn so well, but nothing profound,

in

for why

We do note that it mtarta off right

Thh la obvious from Eq. VI.1. It can be seen that in

the P-’/ plane the Hugoniot (Eq, VL4) has an asymptote,
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V~, where a finite comj)reesion

results in infinite pressure. This is determined from the slope of the Hugoniot (VI.4) and
is given by

vJvo

= (s – 1)/s

(VI.21)

.

This is probably the most significant feature of the linear EOS; it not only startfi right and
heads in the right diiection, but it also continues in the right direction.

Jeanloz compiled

a h~tograrn of the frequency of the slopes in Marsh’s [52] compendium

of L.ANL’s shock

wave data (Fig. VI.1). Th~ shows a Mrnodal distribution
cursory examination

around s = 1.25 and 1.45. A

of the data does not show any significant reason for the two maxima.

For example the metallic elements range from close to 1.0 to over 1.6 with some of the
extremes known to be associated with phase changes.

There are evidences of periodic

effects, but exceptions are numerous (see Table VI. 1). In Table I some slopes, S, of the
elementm are listed with the elements in a periodic chart. Trends can be men going across
the chart but what may be of greater interest are the valu~ of some of the elements in
the vertical columns. The slopes of the lanthanides

were nicely tabulated

Carter, Fritz, Marsh, and McQueen [53] Fig. VI.2. All the lanthanides

in the work by

examined exhibited

phase changes so they [53] plotted S’s for both the high and low-pressure phases. As might
be expected the slopes, in general, show a trend changing slowly with atomic number
going from La to Yb (except Cc). In this series the outer electronic configuration

redmains

relatively similar. From the data plots it can be inferred that most of the transitions

have

little if any volume change, indicating the phase changes are of second order. Moreover, the
phase changes are believed to be caused by anomalous melting. Alkali halides make up a
part of the sampling and they also seem to follow the trend, ‘L’’hereare synthetic (plastics)
in the group, and although they are spread out, they have in general larger slopes. Oxides,
as might be expeded,

tend to fall in a group with smaller slopes. The question that needs

to be answered is whether V, has any physical aignitlcaiiice. The fact that the internal
enel gy also approaches infinity as Va is approached further complicates the problem. This
means that increasing the shock strength

in a normal material finally merely increases the

internal energy and pressure without ‘increasing the density.
compassed

This also suggests that the

atomic volume need not be as small as one would think.

Perhaps a more reasonable meaning of V. is that it is the volume that the electronic
distribution

being mrnpied tends to go before a major restructuring

ample, the EOS of elements with relatively
described by the Thomas-Fbrmi-Dirac
This implies that the extrapolations

high electronic demities

takea place. For exis reasonably

well

models by the time the pressure reaches ~ 10 Mbar.
refer~ed to are not necemarily very great. Eventually

the compression of these materials will be governed by the intemtitial

electron gau densi-

ties. The huge atorna (aikali metala) still appear to be influenced by the orig”mal periodic
structure at 10 Mb, and in spite of their original large comprcseibilitiea
go before the T-F-D models are appropriate.

Regardleea of the physical significance of Va,

it is true that having a Hugoniot headed toward come asymptotic
-y

still have further to

densi~

does not cause

problems, at least when ua”~ (VI.1). Of course it waa not intended that preaaurea be

extrapolated

to “m~lty, and as yet (VI.3) haa been verified cmly to modest compressions.

Another “mtereuting feature of the linear EOS ia that it cau alao be extrapolated

into

the negative preeaure region (Fig. VL.2). Although it cannot be extrapolated to infinite
negative pruraure, it ie easily extrapolated to inflde volume. From the Eq. (VI.6) for q,
th~ occum at U, = O. Moreover, we eee that at U, = O,

up= -co/s ,

(VI.22)

which tells us that the energy at \ = O is given by
Ua

;(CJS)’

EC=+=

Rodean [54,55] discussed the meaning of this term.

.

(VI.23)

Wwever, we [56] identified it aa the

cohesive energy when we tested it on some metallic elements in 1967. Data plots (Figs. VI.4
and VI.5) by I?bdean compare measured binding energies with the (~0/S)2 /2 relation for
a large number of materials.

The overall agreement is “mpreasive.

As we mentioned earlier, the pressure cannot be extrapolated

to minus infinity. To

find the maximum tension predicted by the linear EOS, we find the critical volume, Vc,
when P~ equals aero:
vc/vo
Thin determin-

= (s + 1)/s

(VI.24)

the critical prenoure, PC:
P. = -pot:/4s

For materials

.

.

(V1.25)

like W and Mo, the ●bove equatione predict ideal yield strengths

than 0.5 Mbar. It ie not very likely that thae vahm will ever be veribd.
dynamic tension experiments
indicated that Cu cupportad

greater

However, some

ware performed on some single cry~tala of Cu. The ramlta
tendon wava in excena of half the yield strength

(230 kbar)

predicted by the previous equation.
It ia

debatable

●t equilibrium

hcm much phydcs b involved in the above.

there is

●

It b well known that
balance between coheeke forces and repulsive force2 no matter
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how complicated
compressibili~

the nature of the forces.

It is abo well known that the initial bulk

or the sound velocity, correlate

correlates well with the coheuive energy.

well with hardneaa

(Mob scale), which

Thus it should be no surprise to see this term

in an equation for the binding energy. The fact that slope of the Hugoniot, S, repreaenta
the net result of many interactions

leading to an effective repulsive coefficient that by all

evidence is effective over a very large volume is somewhat of a surprise.
objection to the way the linear EOS approaches

There haa been

Um = O. We simply note that there is

ample space to bring the U,-Up fit back to zero pressaure in any manner you pkxuw.
Two caveats must be observed in using the liiear EOS and the Mie Griineisen EOS ta
describe statea off the Hugoniot in a hy@odynamic

calculation.

If the volume exceedIJ Vc,

the sound speed will become zero or negative nnd most calculation
because there ia no communication
that predicti

between a@cent

zones.

by V-, there will simply be no EOS prescribed.

will become unstable,

If the compression

exceeds

There in very little chance

for this to happen if S is chxM to one. However, for plaatica and other materials that have
large S’s, this can easily happen.
Whether

the EOS in the negative pressure regime actually

follows that 10CUOwill

probably never be knuwn.

We do not believe the linear relationship

the two cited extrapolations

are really meaningful.

relationship

has the characteristic

observed — dbcontinuities,

What we do believe is that the linear

to fit shock-wave data;

change in dope, wha~er,

type of phaae change haa or in occurring.

ia precbe or that

hence when deviations

are

— the chancea are good that some

The UC-UP Hugoniot for an initially porous

m ~terial k alwaye concave downward, with moot of the curvature in the low-preeoure region.
If the data am fitted 00 that the upper oegment ia linear, there should be no problem.
one could simply trmspoae

the data to

●

Or

Hugoniot centered at crystal density and tind its

linear EOS; or one could just run the metastable

Hugoniot curve and let the calculator

End the zero porooity Hugoniot (Sec. HI). We recall that because the shock velocity ia in
cmumce ● differential measurement,
final remark: if ● quadratk
can cause unrealbtk

VII, THE SPECIFIC

it is eensitive to changes in slope in the P-p plane. One

term is included in the U.-UP E05, even mod-t

thingn to occur.

HEAT AND THE GR~NEISEN

lt 10 oometimea of interest and aometimohocked-coxnprd

extrapolations

materiab.

PARAMETER

important

to know the temperature

In geophysics, for example, temperature
64

of

of shocked mate-

rials and/or temperature
temperature

distribution

related phenomenon,

of ieentropee are of considerable intereet in inferring the probable
of the Earth. Melting at high preueure of couree ie a temperature-

aa are many thermodynamic

t ~nctione, e.g., the Gibbs free energy,

required when the locatiom of phase boundaries are to be calculated.
both the specific heat and Griineisen parameter
(Eqs. 111.11-111.18). Fortunately,
factorily for most mherials

Ae one would expect,

are required to make these calculation

the behavior of these parameter

can be predicted satis-

at atmospheric prawure by statistical

mechanica. The volume

dependence of theee functions ie ordinarily determined by meaauremente
perature.

at different tem-

The assumption thht the specific heat and gamma are functione of volume only

haa been used routinely in high-prmure

applicative

studies have been wed to verify some of the
thin section. The two meet o~lous

at modest temperatures.

Shock-wave

aaaumptionn and will be mentioned later in

quantities

to meaeure to show how npecific heat and

vary at high preaeure are the temperature, by measuring thermal radiation, and
g~
the sound velocities, by meaauring overtaking wave velocities, Some reeulte of shock-wave
studies of this nature and mme from measurement
The Loe Alamoe group reported

on porous materiale are preuented.

a large amount of experimental

data [17], and to

make the EOS as useful as possible they calculated and reported temperature
Hugonioto, rA the foot of the prrnure-relewe

ieentro~,

along the

and the P-V 10CW of the zero

Kelvin isentrope. They wished to make theee calculated quantities ae accurate aa ~ible.
This meat

describing the epecific heat ae wall aa reasonably pcmeible, without expending

the large amount of effort that would be required to incorporate
For many solidn, an adequate representation

all the data available.

of the specific heat can be obtained from

one of the simplest forma of the Debye theory, The form used by the Loo Alamoe group
wae characterized

by a single Debye theta, e(V), which “wa function only of volume. The

thermal energy ET = E - EK, where EK ie th~ energy of the solid at T = O K and the
same volume, is given by
ET = 3nkTD8(x)
Da(x) =-$n

I

x s8ds

(VII.1)

(vu.:)

.

!Ierej n is the number of atoms per gram, k is Boltzmann’s constant

and x = e/T.

The

npecific heat and the entropy are given by

(VII*3)

Cv = 0nk[4 Da(x) - 3x/(ex – 1)]
md

s=hk

~D8(x) - In(l –e-x)
[

1

,

(VIL4)

.

ThM form for the speci5c heat ie coneistint

with the aeeumption that the Grfineisen pw

rarneter depends only on the volume, since it can be seen from Ilqs. (VII.3) and (VII.4)
that the specific heat depends only on the entropy. They used thae
approximate

the specific heat.

room-temperature

They chose e eo that Xq. ( “~.3)

thermal equations to
would give the correct

zero-pressure value for the specific heat.

For come materials,

neither Cv nor n wae available, so they used the approximation
M = hcO(6#np)118

in the cases where Cv waa kncwm but n was uncertain,
that the sound aped

(VIM)

.
they used n - Cv/3k,

provided

and densi~ were low enough to expect a low Debye theta.

.

This s“mplifled choice for the specific heat does not represent the detailed behavior
of the epecific heat of meet materhla,
contribution

to the specific heat, important

harmonic contribution
temperature)

at high temperature.

for metals at high timperatureo,

and the en-

are not taken fully into account. The optical modeu for some of these solids

important

the zero-Kelvin

by an Einstein theta, 9E.

thingn. It

isentrope

tures at modeet p~urm
the uncertainty

‘~he choice of specific heat used

gives a reasonable way to determine

at sero pranne.

It also ammo

the initial density of

that the calculated

temper~

are M accurate M can reasonably be eKpected. The error in the

PK (V) curve produced by the inaccuracy

in CV is probably 1-

in the Hugoniot curve at modest praeurtw,

than or compuable

to

All the zero-Kelvin ieentropeu

calculated from Hugoniotm in the high-prauure/high-temperature
tainti~

‘i’he electronic

of the lattice vibrations to the specific heat (linearly increasing with

could be better represented
does two

particularly

region have large uncer-

caused by lack of knowledge of gamma. For metala the increasing contribution

the electrons to the specific heat ●t high temperatur-

invalidate

the auumption

of

that the

Criineiaen gamma is a function only of volume.
Referring to supplemental
calculated

●

prawvmdeaae

to Mm prmeure,

to determine
procedure

h~

the Hugordot a bit to
outlined

should be along thie isentrope,

been wed [12], except that hwtead of extrapolating
at P = O were auccaeively

from experimental

can be

isentrope from come point on the Hugoniot can be

One could then use the procedure

what the temperature

Iocationn of the isentro~

determined

(Sec. III) it was shown that iaentropa

directly from the Hugoniot (111,5), If one extrapolab

negative premurem,
cakulatad

calculation

specific best ●nd thermal

in this section

using (HI.17),
the Hugordot,

tied to an energy-volume
expannlon data.

Thb
the
locus

Theee ~ero-

.

preuzure energy-volume loci are not usually available and must be compiled, which in light
of uncertainties

in gamma, makea some of the simple approximations

When the preazure becomes quite high, a more accurate

more appea!”mg.

characterization

for the

specific heat would be the following:
c, = D(T) + be(p/po)qaT

(VI106)

9

to the denai@ for electrons at ‘he

where D(T) ie the Debye function, bc ie proportional

Fermi level at STP, and q. is the electronic Grtineiaen parameter.

It could be seen throughout
niot requ”ti

the tit

sectionn that all atatea off the measured

the use of the Griineisen parameter,

q, in the calculation.

Hugo-

Temperature

calculaticmz along isentropes also required it, aa well as along Hugoniota where the qmcitlc
heat iz aiso required.

The etily work by Griineizen in 1912 [57], and more conveniently

Griineisen 158] established
dynamic parameter

the fundamental

concepts of why thin theoretical

or thermo-

haa the properties it does. Space does not permit a complete review

of thie subject, and for further reading the work by $later [69], Seitz [60], and Born and
Huang [61] in recommended.
being independent

Let it suffice to my there are theoretical

reasons to justify q

of preaeure, at least in the working range of moat of these experiments.

One of the basic remdtz from these studieu is that 7 ia a function of volume only.
our knowledge thin haa really never been teuted, since 7 has never been measured
temperature

To

at two

at the same density,

Theue studies mhow how chmely gamma and the specific heat are related,
from Eqs, VIL4 and VII.5 above and a alight!y rewritten
dT/T = –qdV/V

In fact,

Eq. (111.11),

+ dS/CV

,

(VII.7)

the usual function for q b obtained:
dine/dlnV=–q
The defkition
adequate for the

of the Griineiaen parameter,

(VIL8)

.

~, given at the beginning of Sec. III, was

●pplications there, However, it doee not establish ltn numerical value. In

terms of measurable thermodynamic

variableo at zero preuaure,

7 = V(dP/dE)v
67

= &

0

,

(VIM))

.

where a is the volume coedl!icient of thermal expansion.
materials q in about two. Of the three parameters

At standard

conditions for many

defining q, two are rather difficult to

measure, so values of ~0 are in many inntances accurate only within a few percent.
We have referred to 7 and the IWe Griineisen EOS. The origin of these he in statistical mechanics.

For a metallic crystals it is aasumed that the thermal energy can be

described as the sum of the energies of a set of eimple harmonic oecillatom whoee frequencies, Va, are functions of volume only. The internal energy of the system is given by the
sum of the potential

energy, #(V), of the cold lattice and the summation

of the normal

modes, 3N, of the N atoms. Thus the energy is given by
(VU.1O)

and the Helmholtz free energy by

(VIL1l)
The volume derivative of A gives the preusure:
P =-

8A
() ~

== -%++~’a[%’++’]

‘

(VII.12)

where q. waa defined an the logarithmic volume derivative of the frequencies
dlnua
dlnV

‘Ya=— ——

On the aaaumption that the frequench

(VIL13)

●

of ●ll the normal modes change proportionally

same with volume, the qd’s can be taken out of the mmnmtlon

the

and the subscript removed,

and V1L12 gives the Mie Grdneistm EOS:
(VIL14)
!3irxAiiarreaulta can ba obtained in the high-temperature

of each oscillator .,pproach-

classical limit, where the energy

kT; VII. 12 then becomm

(VII.15)

where q in mm an average value of logarithrm~ derivatives.
Several efforti have been made to find a functional
sumptionn concerning the vibrational
and a constant
longitudinal

Poisson’s ratio.

sp~tra,

form for q using various au-

et-c, Slater [59] aasumed an “wtropic body

UOLngthe relationships

for the isentropic valuea for the

and transverse sound velocities, he obtained the rault

that
(VII.16)

~ = d~/dl.nV
are equal for all modes of vibration.

Purther work Ieadn to the Sher

formula
(VII.17)

Dugdale and MacDonald [63] propomd that the constant term in the Slater relation
b? changed from -2/3 to -1/3.

Their reuult came in part from the ~umption

a Hooke’s law EOS for the interaction

forc~, the tnermal expansion Lasero. It waa ar-

gued that the hat aaaumption waa inco~t.

Rice [14] used the baaic aaaumption that the

potential energy of a cubic crystal lattice in some function of the C~iaQ
They also asaume that the spatial derlvativea of the potential
rate with volume.

The force constanti

coordinate.

all change in at the same

govern the amplitudo of the thermal vibration.

This leads to the conclusion that thae are equivalent to the equivalent
mcillkt.om. With further work they arrived at the Dugdale-MacDonald
other development,

that for

set

of harmonic

relationship,

An-

called the free volume model, glv~ a almllar result with the conntaat

coefficient of VII.17 equal to one, It seems appropriate
on the various ~umptionn

to wrlti the equation for -y based

M

71=––

V da(PV2J8)/dV2
2 d(PV2is)/dV

R

– ~

“

(VII.18)

The ●bove equation CUI be solved for a Ilnear EOS, in the same manner as wan done in
S-, VI, Aftir

●

considerable amount of dlffe.rentlatlon and algebra an equation is obtained

for the sero praaure

value of?,
y.=ls-a

Since S can be me~lmd

(VIL19)

,

raasmmbly wall for many matarlals, a ml.mpletat

models can be made by using the meuured

of the various

q.’rn and S’a and solvlng for x in VII. 17, The

K’Oexamined by Rice have valua centered around 1 + 0,4, The fact that the r~ulti
good agreement with the models is probably fortultauo,
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are In

Tho overall functional form of the

,.

equation probably Iiee in the aeeumption that the frequenciat approximately

of the normal modes change

the same rate with volume. AS appealing ae it “~, such simplification

hardly juetified, considering all the approximations
Xfone hae fondn-

is

involved.

for theee models and believez a better description

of the zero

Kelvin izentrope can be made ueing them, it iz auggeuted that x in the previous equation
be aatiefied by the thermodynamic

7, Eq. (VIL1O) and the dope S. It ie then poesible

to solve for the zero-Kelvin izentrope with VII.18 and the difference equation,

I’XL5. In

order to solve the equation it iz neceeeary to start the calculation with the correct volume
derivative for 7, TMe can be obtained in terms of S, and it iz given by
d7/dV = [Sa - S/3+

(VIL20)

6/9] /VO

when ~ = 1. The reeult of ouch a calculation ie shown hbi

for Cu where ~ = 1.

In Sec. 111it waz ohcnvn how q could be obtained from chock-loading porous materials.

Probably the largezt effort to measure ~ this way wae reported in Kinslow [17], Data were
reported on porous Cuj Fe$ and 2024 AL We have reproduced nome of their reeulte for Cu
in Figs. VII.1-VII.3.

The experimental

them to measure the shock vdoclti~
of Cu to determine the aazodated

dadgn shown in Fig, V.13 waa used, which enabled

in Ax carnpla in each experiment.

They uzed the EOq

particle velocity with the impedance-match

One objection in doing these experlmente

to determine

technique.

7 la that a value for 7 had to

be amumed to calculate the izentropes for the impedance-match

eolution,

reaultz were compatible with the 7’0 used, the objection automatically

Since the final

disappeared.

demdtiea of the Cu oarnplcu were 89, 76, 60, and 43 percent of the crystal dedty.
shims were uzed under all the flaah blocks to minimize errorz in calculating
the gap cloeure t,im~. The clooure thmz were calculated

The
Steel

velocities for

through an iterative procedure

that ensured that thcee timez were calculated WIaccurately M poesibie, The shock-particie
velocity data (Fig, 1) have considerably more scatter than usual becauae the aamplee did
not have uniform denzity, There ue zolid curvee that go through each of the data Beta,
These are Hugoniota calculated from the crystal density Hugoniot and gamma determined
from the relationship,

n = 17.8, determined

from the ST’P vaiuea, It WM planned to uae

various forrnz for gamma and to minimise the difference between the calculated
experhnental

points, It is chmr that ouch

●

the pO~Oformulation is fairly good except
A quadratic

refined treatment
at

is not justified and in general

the upper end of the 0,8 density liugoniot,

fit of the U,-UP data was obtained for each density
60

and tho

gruup

by tho method of

Average valuea of (pY)- 1 were calculated

Ieaat oquarea.

at constant

volume from theue

fitu and the crystal density Hugoniot. Thawe values are plotted with various typ= of lines
in Fig. (VII.3) and in Fig. (VII.4) for Fe. In addition to these curves, the value of each
q calculated

from the cryotal density Hugoniot and the P-V point are plotted.

Mcmt of

= (m)-’ = 0.0S8 cm8/g, uo it comes
in the previous figurem agr~ so well with the

the calculated -j’s lie around the value of dE/dP
m no surprbe
data, b

that the calculated curv=

mentioned earlier in this section, the Dugdal-MacDonald

to calcula~

relationship

waa uzed

the wro-Kclv”m cume and the volume dependence of q for Cu. This form waa

chcuen because -yO= 2S -1 for Cu. This curve is obviously also in good agreement with
the data in the p.?.

plot, but the p.~o constant curve agnea even better.

from these

studitu it waa concluded thatif no other data preclude it, that a constant P-I in adequate.
It wau ehown earlier, !k.
standard.a were crmdmcked.
indicate that (UI.1O) b
better experimental

●

III, thmt the above (VII-21) was adequate

Sound-velocity

meaaurementn

in shockd

when their

2024 AI! [64] also

good apprcmi.mation, but that it might pcmeibly be relined with

data.

When deriving q’s from the meeaured AE’s and AP’a, on porous samples quite often
the staphaae.

along the crystal density Hugoniot and the porous Hugoniot am not in the same
Clsar!y, ctatu

on the porous Hugoniot will be melted and/or

three on the crystal density Hugontot, and there seem
melt eomewhere in the experimental

range.

The mmver ia that it doa not have the corr~t
velocitia

at high pmure,

instead of using p-(.

form and at large compremnior, it producen

Taking -j u con.atant will rmult in zero or n~ative
Rom the equation

S-1-q

wmo when

- S)a + 4sy _

+[(v+l

eound

for the sound velocity on the Hu~oniot

(VI. 10) it can h found that the round opeed becom=
v—

before

little doubt th~t the latter will

The qumtion has been asked why q in not taken aa constant
isentropea concave dmnvmd.

vaporized

2s

(W,21)

For Cu, with S = 1.5 and q = 2, the sound velocity becotr.m sero st q = 0,1J6, but major
difflculthm become ●pp~ent

before that.

The data lie ●bove thh line except
A feature
of porosity

seen

near

A dashed line on Fig, VII,4 corrmponcb to q = 2,
the origin,

In U.-UP plots of dsta on porou

*1O% there la a lot of downward

amount of this dmnwud

curv~ture becorua

curvmtl~re In the Iw-praeuro

la
01

matmiala is that for a rnodcwt amount
regime, The

with Increasing pormltyi Tha ]Iugonlot

becoming nearly linear for poroeity near 50%. This behavior can be explaLled in a qualitative manner by referring to the figure (IH.4) of the P-V loci of the porous and crystal
density Hugoniot.

There is a d=hed

line indicating

the Hugoniot locus.

above the axis from its or”~in to VX aa a manifestation

of the material rigidi~

It was drawn
and as such

represented a crush or collapee curve. If one assumed that tho porous material were ideally
distended and existed at VO-PO in a metaatable

state and was then shocked, it would not

follow the Hugoniot indicated by the dashed line. Instead it would go below the P = O
line and crow it at the crystai-deneity

volume.

Thh ia the solution if the problem were

solved by application of Eq. (111.8)for calculating recentered Hugoniots.

This curve would

then run into the dashed curve at h~her preuaure. The salient feature illustrated,

is that

the Hugoniot for the porous material will head toward the origin of the crystal density
Hugoniot, and from the shock-wave conservation
in the U.-UP plane.

relationship

thin also rneane the origin

Thus all thoee curves drawn in Fig. 11.1 arc more or lees trying to

head toward zero. Examination

of the P- V/VO loci, Fig. VII.2, shows that their curvature

becomee lese with increasing poroeity, momover, their slopes at high pressure also become
uteeper.
When derivative
equations.

become zero or infinite simp!iflcatione

sometime occur in related

We have already men, Eq, (“VI.16), that for a linear EOS, when
t), = 1/s

(VIL22)

.

Pi becomee infinite at an aaymptcvtic volume, v.,

determined

further we EM flom (VI.11) that q b alm determined,
q. = 2v,/(vo

by the slope S, Looking

and it is given by

- v.)

(VII.23)

●

It should be noted that this rwmlt Joee not depend on the Hugoniot having the linear
EOS. Anywhere P~ becomes infinite, gamma is determined,

Gamma can also be written

in terms of the slope an~l from (vII,24) and (V1L25), It is given by

~, = 2(s. – 1)

For cornpletenew the inveme of the previous two equations
v./v

(W.24)

.

= 7(7 +2)

are
(VIL26)

and
u =(7 -+ 2)/2
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.

(VH.26)

From (VH.24) we see that anywhere the slope, S,, of a U.-UP Hugoniot satinfies the

relationship

(VIM))

s. = u,/up
Pi becom=

This just givcw a class of liiear

infinite.

IlOS’s where Co is zero.

Hugoniota are s“nply straight liiea from the origii and rep~nt

These

iaovolume curves “mP-V

*pace.
The La Alamoe group [17] offered a little ted on this concept of 7. They proposed
that if 7 is “indeed only a function of volume, then there should exist a Hugoniot whoee
asymptote

occurs at crystal denai~

(that ia one of the family of Hugoniota of porous

materialn that should ideally be heading toward VcV.t~) with an intercept,

Co = O, and

a slope given by (VH.27). They used the STP values for 7 for the three materials
investigated.

The

percent

they

poroeitiea that satiafied these criteria were SO, 49, and 46% for

Al, Cu, and Fe, reapoctively with corresponding slopes of 2.(M, 1.98, and 1.8S. Even though
there k a lot of scatter in the data, the overall agreement in good.
It could be aaked of what use ia the little exercise just deecribed, ~ince the gamma waa
already known at V.w,tal.
Moreover, if the sampla

The answer ia that the exercise haa demonstrated

had been of higher quality perhapa the data would have been good

enough to establ”uh whether or not the appropriate

U~-UP Hugoniot waa indeed linear or

not. In either case, knowledge of the behavior of thin fundamental
been obtained
experiment

in

●

a concept.

energy-derudty

III not rahricted

value for 7X to determine

determines 7. and a’hsothe pr~ure

would have

regime quite inaccessible by other techdqu-.

to the particular
a 7..

parameter

The

amount of poroeity specified by the STP

Any place in the P-V phase where the P~ in vertical
where it occurs. The requirement

is that the porosity

be great enough eo thaw conditions can be acceaued, Just a cioaing comment, meaauring
the demity well of these very porous material la as difficult aa meaauring their Hugoniots.

The principle

and techniqu~

technique were dauxibed

for determining

gamrnaa by the rarefaction

overtake

in Seca. HI and V. Shock-wave phyeicista have been aware of

the pmaibility of doing tLis probably before mhock-wave physics waa considered a ecience,
m the overtake criteria was also a design criteria for making shock-wave meaaurementa,
A1’tuhuler [65,66] recognbd

the importance

of uuch nieaauremcnta

series of over 20 experiment

to determine the sound velocity at one pr~ure
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and he performed
point.

a

The

overtake poeition can be located quite well with the optical a- alyzer technique.
premure, or what ia more important,

At high

when P~ becomes fairly steep, it should be possibl~

to measure gamma to better than 10%, if elastic-plastic

flow doee not make it difficult

to decide exactly where the bulk sound wave is. The first overtake wave detected
be meaaured with a prectilon comparable to the shock-wave velocity. Consequently

can
some

inveotigatom have not reported on the value of gem.ma until they reach the melting point.
To date, what ia unually done ia to plot the derived sound velocity and compare them
ta thoee calculated with the p~q~ constant value. Th~ seem

to sufiice, for example aee

Fig. VII.5 [67]. To date the following elements, C, Al, Fe, Mo, Ta, W, and Pb have been
investigated.

Of almoet equal importance,

the eucperiments ah

where melting occurs or at lead where the ~tem

enable one to determine

no longer nupports a simple longitudinal

wave. The precise location depends on how cloee the experimental
poeition.

On occaaion it appeam that measurements

have actually

points bracket this
been made in the

mixed phase region.

We owe much of our current knowledge of the state of the Earth’ri deep interior to data
obtained from shock-wave memurexnenta.

The fact thut the accurate measurement

of two

quantities, the shock velocity and ths associated shock particle velocity, when coupled with
the conservation

quation.a

of masu, momentum,

and ener~~, enable us ta determine

the

pressure, density, and internal energy stateu of materials at conditions existing throughout
the interior of the Earth.

It ie

also interesting

that the temperature

existing through the

Earth must be quite comparable to thoee existing behind ntrong shock wavea at comparable
densities and premuree.

If one comidem a simplistic Earth creation ncenario, accretion

of material

by impact and asaoclated heating by the collision process, folknved by the

sub~uent

compr~ion

w that the temperature

heating as more and more material “u accumulated,

diatributiona through the earth mud be near to the temperature

on the Hugoniot but with a smaller preueure gradient.
tilat almmt all apparatus

it is easy to

meaauring datic preusum

It is also important

to remember

above -10 GPa has been calibrated

from shock-wave data,
A mrioua weakneus in the shock-wave experiments

is the lack of knowledge of the

~imte of the material while under compreaakm, or whether is is in equilibrium.

Except for

some very limited flash x-ray work by Jchmon and Mitchell, 1970 [68] one can only mrmise
what the crystal structure ia. However, otatic preea~ are now capable of reaching megabar
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pressures, so some of those questions have now at least kin

partially answered. The static

experiment can be made on any time scale desired, while the tune scale of the shock-wave
experiments

is predetermined.

However, s“mce shock velocities are meaaured,

are essentially differential measurements.

the results

Becauae they are reasonably well measured, we

are able to determine the pressure derivative of the compressibili~,

K’, a quantity

that

can not be determined well from high-pressure static experiments.
To our knowledge the &at shock-wave data on geological materiala to appear in the
literature was by Hughes and McQueen, 1958 [69]. By the end of the s*xties, a considerable
amount of data waa available. Figures VIII. 1-VIIL2 are typical records for minerals most
likely to be in the deep mantle.

Even though the time scale of the measurements
..

was

often leaa than a micromxond, it waa apparent that silicate type minerala were undergoing
high-pressure phase changes to much more compact structures.
predictions

[70] that the materiala

making up the Earth’s mantle muet undergo phase

changea to higher-density, more close-packed structures.
wave data, many different inv~tigatom
high-pressure

phase of high-denai~

Aft \ the appearance

of the shock-

tried to use the data to formulate an EOS for the

materials evidenced from shock-wave meaaurementa;

that b, the EOS for the material if they existed at standard
state (see Sec. IU). Unfortunately,

This verified Birch’s 1952

conditions but in a metaiutable

most of that work waa baaed on EOS formalisms that

were not really amenable to ext. polation. That is, they simply did not work (see Jeanloz
[5.1]). Also contributing to the problem is the fact that the preusure-demi~
range covered
by the shock-vimve data above the phase changea b quite small. This meant that data of
the very high-t

quality was required to perform that type of calculation

with meaningful

results, even though a pr~per form of the EOS WM wed,
Although
armunts

it waa apparent

that

the high-dennity

phases of silicatea with varioua

of Fe, Mg, Al, etc., could eatisfy any desired Earth model for the mantle, the

actual composition waa not determinable

(Fig. VIIL3). The following papers are represen-

tative of the shock-wave data of mantle minerals [71-74], Even earlier it was ehown that
Fe alloyed or mixed with urnall percentag~
density requirement

for the composition

(10-20) of lighter elemento would satisfy the

of the Earth’s core. Balchan and Cowan$ 1966

[75]. Hugoniot data on Fe-Ni alloys by McQueen and Marsh, 1966 [771 eliminated

forever

the romantic notion that the core was probably compoeed primarily of an iron=-dckel alloy
like the iron meteorites.
In lWh! there were two papera published on the constitution
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of the Earth,

Bircn

[78] and oum [79]. The results were in surprisingly

good agreement

even though the

calculational procedures were quite different. The main feature of our calculation
the Williamson-Adams
waa asaumed.

procedure

[79] wan not used and no premur-dennity

The linear US-UP EOS waa used to determine

was that

distribution

the density distribution

of

the Earth, whkh in turn deternin ed the coefflcienta of linear EOS for tha Variou regions
of the earth. In addition to the linear Hugoniot fit requ”ired to perform thaw calculations,
it waa necesamy to amume a Gr-iine”m ~, a specific heat, and a tiperature
since corrections
the temperatures
three parame~

were made for the difference in the tamperat~
through the Earth.

Uncertainticm in the derived EOS due to the last

calculation,

the procedu.rea wed for making them are outlined below.

with the linear U.-UP cume, the pressure on the Hugoniot is given as a

function of density, mnd the temperature
of Eq. (HI.20). S“mce the tanperature
temperature

on the Hugoniot and

were small and will be discussed later, Because of the “interesting reaulta

obtained from the
Starting

distribution,

on the Hugoniot in determined

of the Hugoniot in not necamxily

by application
the same aa the

of the Earth at a given density, a pressure correction, AP, cau be calculati

from the relationship
AP =

where AT b the temperature
for the Earth calculation

AT(~p/~)v

=

difference,

@v/AT

(VLH.1)

,

The other thermodynamic

ia the local sound velocity, (~P/~p),,

parameter

required

which is calculati

from

Eq. (VI.1O),
The preaaure in the Earth is found by integrating

Poisson’n gravitational

equation

R

Pa =

I

g(r)p(r)dr

,

Using the notation i – 1/2 and i + 1/2 for the bounchrm
difference equations
praaure

(VUI.2)

~f the ith xone, the following

the various purameteru

are used for i.ntegr~ting

for the Earth:

the

in the Earth
(pe)i. li~ = (pe)l-lf~

the gravitational

+ 8ipl(rl-11~ - rl+lla)

,

(VIII.3)

acceleration
I
81+1/2

=

C

M-

[1

~m
l-l

00

/(ri+l/~)2

,

(VIH.4)

the incremental rnaauea

(Vm.s)
and the moment of inertia
(VIII.6)

.

In the above, quantitiaa

computed

cm boundari-

but needed

at

m.idpointa are found by

averaging.
The density used in thant EOS tht

equatione is found by an iterative procew that determin-

giva not onl~ the correct aeism.ic velocity but also the correct pnwme.

b found by interpolating
fraction. For

this fraction,

be-

This

tvm trial equation of statea using some percentage

or

a den.elty la fbnt found that giv= a eound speed that agrew with

the seismic velocity. This dansity b used in the previous equations to compute the prcsaure
in the Earth, which ia then compared with thst Wermi.ned
iteratiom

●

fraction is found that bringe the pmum

the EOS p~ure.

The calculation

from the EOS. By succaaive

in the Earth into agreement

with

is then advanced to the next sone. The i.nta-polation

waa unually made between EOSS that differed only in either the sound speed coefllcient,
CO, or tha slope, s, the remaining parameter
Although this produre

gives an EOS that

tational equations, it doea not ●t this Age
next step in the iteration

being the same for both trials.

prwedure

aatisb

the seismic velocities and gravi-

necwsarily give

b to tranafom

●

the calculatd

to U.-UP and compare these with the trial Hugoniot c~.
in the trial EC)SOchange the calculated
waJ p~ible

[’.-UP cumaJ in

it wae

found that a Iinw

The

P-p Hugoniot points

It was found thtt vuiations
●

to find trial EOSO thst agreed with calculated

D, and E reglonn

unique EOS in CO ands.

predictable

manner.

Ut-UP Hugonioti.

Thun it

For the B,

U.-UP Hugoniot could be found for each (W

Figa VIH.5-VHL9).
In applying the above procedura

It h necaaary

ti divide the Earth into the usual

seismic regions, Since three are really only them parametem
or ratrict

what the compaltlon

that one can use b ratrain

of thu Earth might be, the radius, the ream, and moment

of inertia, in addition to the sdomic data, it is not p~ible

to oolvc the Earth’~ density

di.strlbution uniquely for all the regions, Thuc, In oome regloru, some compromk

were

mnde:
1) The outer crust was taken to be -lo-km
by

●

second I&km hyer with

●

thick with R density of 1.8 g/cm8,

density of 3.0 g/cm”,
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underlaid

2) The STP density, flOB,of the B region waa specified. This i.aa very critical parameter,
and at the time th-

calculations were made, it waa not well known.

3) The C region was found by interpolating
of the D region. Thin waa na~

from the innidc of the B region to the outiide

so that the mass in the transition

region could

be caiculatd,
4) The EOS of the D region waa fully determined

by the calculational

procedure,

and

no compromise waa requ”ti.
5) The D’ region, ncw caJled the D“ region, w-au aaaumed to be a tr~ition

regiori

between D and E and w= traated I“Aethe C region. There haa been some speculation
that the leveling off of the sound vehxity ia due to partial melting of the mantle,
which would imply that the rate of increase of deuity
the accepted value of the core mantle

might decrease.

However,

of the Earth in now 3486 km, which is

radius

z13-krn larger than the value used in our calculation.

Thun by our interpolation

procedure the density in this region waa partially compensated.
6) The F and G region.a were aasuxned ta be ~nsionn
that the seismic data for F were extrapolate
paraxnetem,

of the E region in the sense

into E. Since the two determining

the maaa and moment of inertia, were already used, it waa not possible

to inciude thu

regions separately.

certainly not very good at thd

Moreover, the seismic data for the inner core were
It would have h

time

pwible

to ubitrarily

i.ncre~

the dennity of the G region by

●

small amount, but since thereis m little change “m

density ●t th-

●

liquid-did

prawr-

for

trmition,

and so little maau involved,

thb waa not done. The code for doing thuse calculation

The foilowing paragraph

cummariza

the iteration

was already complicated,

procedure used in theme calcula-

tions:
1) A density was found that gave the correct sound velocity for
sone waa one of the on~hundred
divided,

sectionn of qud

●

particular

zone. A

radii inta which the Earth

WM

except ●t “regional” boundaria.

2) The fractional

EOS’S pr=ure

composition

betwwn

two

trial EOS- was then found that made the

equal to the Earth pmaure.

3j An EOS was detaudned

for -h

region, not in truuition

mgiono, that satisfied the

requirement for asaumed uniform compcmition.
4) The initial density of the corn wu adjusbd
6) The initiai deruity of the lower

mmtle

EOS

of inertia of the Earth,

08

to giva the correct mam of the Euth.
was

varied

to

give

the

correct

moment

6) For each iteration

above, all the preceedhg

iterations were always satisfhd.

The reeults of a series of calculations done with variations of parameters

considered

not to be well known is preeimted in tho following table,

At the time of wrhg

[78] there WM no actual way of determining

the outside of the B region. Thie is

●

very k nportant

constraint,

the densi~

aa mentioned

at

by Birch

and by UE. We used valueo of 3.2, 3.4, and 3,6 g/ems for the STP density of the B region.
All but two other problem

were run with a demhy of 3.4 g/crna, since we assumed this

density waa probably the cloeeat approximation
data hwe b-

used in many Earth calculation

to the adual

value. The free oedlation

in the oubwquent

the Earth models B1 1068A and 1066B by Gilbert and ~siewonski,
Anderoon and Hart, 1976 [81] have received conniderabIe ●ttmtlon.

years.

In particular

1976 [80] and C2,
With renpect to the

preoent diecuseion, thmodels do, among other things, put gtrong constraint
density of the outer region of the B rqion,

on the

Another Earth modei by Dsietwonskl and Anderson, 1981 that has received considerable ●ttention is PREM (821,an acronym for “Preliminary
character in the transition

region,

thie modei

EartiI Modai,” Except for some

han eewntiaiiy the same deneity distribution

M tha other modeb cited.
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It wae stated earlier the lmgeet uncertainty

in our calculation

It is now poesible to eliminate

of knowledge of the STP dennity of the B region.
uncertainty

wae caused by lack
this

with the help of the 1975 Earth models, and to correct the Hugoniot EOS of

the Earth, EH. The current beat estimate of ~@ h 3.34 g/cm8.
In Table II am the calculated vcduee cf the ‘J.-UP Hugoniot parametem
D and core E for an aosumed eat of thermodynamic

parameter.

of the mantle

The meet important

feature of the numbers in Table II is that if the aseumed density of the B region is not
correct, then the derived demitiea and eound velocities for the core are wrong by about
half ae much and in the same direction; the mantle parametem

alao change by about the

same percentage but in the other direction,

Table H. Derived EOS conetante for Regions D and E for the lieted valuee of
the aeaumed thermodynamic
change in theee parametem.

parametem

and their sensitivity

to a ten percent

Theee are for an aseurned temperature

at the D-D’

boundary of 3000 K.

D

Aneumed

~oB = 3.34 g/cm3

q. = 1,25

C, = 1 x 107 egr/gK

P = 4.09 g/cm3

-6.0%

+1.0%

+0.1%

-7.0%

-0.3%

+0.4%

co

= 7.39 km/s

!3= 1*2S

1 .0%
PoEi = 3.34

70 = 1*5

P = 7.22 g/cma

+5.0%

+2.0%

C. = S,03 km/s

+690%

-0.3%

—
E

S = 1,32

—

1 .0%

c“

= 0.76 egr/gK
+1.0%

‘—

+0.3%
..

The Co and S calculated for the B region, using the para.nmtem listed in Table II, are
Co= 6km/u and S = 1,46, The sound velocity and elope are not unrealistic for likely outer
mantle materiale, but these valuea were obtained in a very apecuiative manner, especially
because of the uncm ~ainti~ (n the temperature
There are currently

no universally

gradient and aeiemic data,

accepted temperature

distributions

of the core,

but meet are more than 1000-K higher than thoee used In our earli~f work,
anyone to make temperature

correctioru

on our derived EOS parameters,

To enable

the valuea in

Table 111oho~ld be reaaonabi~ eatimatee for the percentage change for a 500 K incrmee at
3000 K at the D-D’ interface.
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Table III. Percentage change from an
aeeumed temperature

of 3000 K at

the D-D’ interface for a SO&K increaee in temperature.

D

+0.5%

+0.2%

+0.5%

E

+0.3%

+0.1%

+0.5%

It ia not aurprieing that these parametem
distributions.
temperature

are so insensitive to assumed temperature

This reflects on the inverse problem of

trying to we

EOS data to determine

diitributionn.
●

Some Suamdkmrks

on WIMhWm@

of Stti

Nothing much hae changed since our earlier work using the linear U,-UP EOS to
calculate the density-pressure

distributions

through the Earth.

However, by using distri-

butions that we the free oecihation data, a very close constraint
zer~premure

demi~

of the B region, which in turn wtricte

can be impoeed on the

the EOS parametem

ing the lower mantle and outer core. Because of the small number of parametem
the Hugoniot EOS, the initial densiti~
densitia

were determined

zer-preauure

of calculated density distributions

sound speed determined

distributi~ns

variabla,

outlined here are the only oneo where the density
in a completely consistent faehion.

It can be seen that for all reasonable variations
the slope, S, of the derived metastable

mantle and the outer core are very

insensitive,This

determined

to 1-

not even exhibit

wed to estimate

Hugonioti

is eomewhat paradoxical,

or S are the lead well detmrnined parmm~tma calculated
data invemion techniques

for the variow regions. The

is the fact that the slope, S, of thlwe derived Hugoniota appears

to be quite well determined.
thermodynamic

and were not

and it ia ewentiai in aatiofying the seismic

and EOS are calculated kndtaneously

One thing emerg~

These

with thin procedure b also very cloeely amociated

with the oeismic and maaa and inertia constraint
data. To our knowledge the procedure

describing

were and are are in eeeence hinge pointe.

by the maas am! moment of inertia constraints,

after the fact extrapolations

describ-

metaatable

in any of the
of the lower
in that K:

from all the various ohock-wave
EOSS. Moreover, K: is wually

than 20% from static high-preesure meamwementa for materials that do
●

phase change, Since the slops appear to be so well determined
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for both

-

the inner mantle and outer core, it would seem appropriate

when calculating

Hugoniotz that are to be compared with Earth modelz, that th=e
uzed as constraint.

Thus if the other two derived parameter,

metaatable

valuez of K: or S be

PO and CO, for a material

do not agree with the values calculated for the Earth, then that material can be considered
not to be a likely Earth constituent.

~om

the reuultz of the work just described,

we believe the EOS of the material

comprising the inner mantle must have an EOS that falle within the limitz
u. = 7.4* 0.2+

with a zer~preuzure

(1.2s * 0.01) up

,

(VIII.7)

denzity
p.~

= 4.1*

0.0S gm/cmS

(VIII.8)

.

Now one needs only ie find materialz that meet these criteria and a few other restrictions,
e.g., they must be oxides or silicatdike

compounds,

there k“e many materials and combination

It could be seen in Fig. VIII.3 that

of materialz that fall in the correct preesure-

density regime, but we know much more about the mantle than that:

The problem is

complicated by the fact that moot of the candidate materialz have undergone phaze changez,
A group of rocks and minerals were compared

with the Ear .h EOS (Fig. VIII.4).

Here

the calculated denehy and the CO‘a were plotted for various assumed S valuez. From the
reauhs one cm clearly eliminate moot from further considerations

au mantle constituents.

Two minerals:
Olivine = (Mg,Fe)aSi04
Bronzite = (Mg, Fe)SiOa
have nearly the t) pe of EOS required for mantle conotituentu,

They also have very nearly

identical Hugordotz (Fig. VIIL1O). Their density and bulk Bound velocity both are just
outzide the range where we believe the Earth EOS should be, To proceed further we refer
to an old plot of Birch’s law (Fig, VIIL1l), which basically statez that the zound velocity is
a linear function of density for cnddez and silicatez with the earne mean molecular weight,
It is clear that adding a bit of iron (increasing ~) to either oliv$ne or bronzite will match
the denuity, but it will aloo lower the sound velocity, To increue
maintain

the sound velocity and

~, the addition of AlaOa or S102 ehould do quite well. It would take -’20%

alumina to do the job.
have a fundamental

This might be more than some geophyaiciats would like,

problem with the olivine-bronzlte
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Wa

MgO/SiOa ratio, A ~traightforward

mixture of the high-densily

oxides would give abcmt the required values for the Earth with

a ratio of about two (olivine composition),
of enetatite,

but the densi~ of olivine is too low, as is that

whkh appears to be identical to olivine. Clearly a dilemma exists.

We have already eeen that the core must be predominantly

iron mixed with some

lighter elements or minerals, The reeulte shown in Table II for the core (region E) are not
aa credible au thoee for the inner mantle.
higimt

and moreover were approximated

hated ie certainly reasonable.

The sebmic data for the core were not of the
by a single phaae. However, the Hugoniot EOS

The picture for the core that in emerging in that the outer

melted core is compoeed of iron mixed with some other lighter material.

To dat~ it appeare

that iron oxide, mdfur, eilicon, or any mixture of these can eatisfy any constraint
geophysics community can irnpoee. To date there has been no experimental

of the

data to favor

one model over any of the other, There doaa appear to be some agrtwment that the Bolid
inner core is freezing out of the oukr core and h moat likely fairly pure iron. Thue, the
composition of the Earth la believed to be fairly well known within the caveats mentioned.
The things that have been receiving attention
ature distribution

during the recent yeare in the temper-

of the Earth and the iron phaee diagram.

The impetus for this activity haa been experimental
periment,

reaulte from diamond-anvil

but mainly from two sets of shock-wave experiment.

ex-

The sound velocity mea-

ouremente on utrongly shocked iron [83] using the optical detection system [43] have enabled
UEto determine the melting point on the Hugoniot, and they have shown us the location
of a new high-praeure
calculated

phase (Fig. VIIL12).

The temperature

of the melting point waa

by the methods outlined in Sec. III. That work prompted

phase diagrams.

Shortly after the sound-velocity

Ahrens [42] reported

hmperature

data and come diamond-anvil

meammments

●

of

BaaII, Svendsen, and

on shocked iron (Fig. VIII. 13),

These

rtundts were combined and reported in Science [84]. The net

reeulte of that work Implicn that the tanperature
be approximately

work wae reported

a new generation

of the inner-outer

core boundary

thoueand degrees hotter than the calculated temperature

must

bnsed on the

sound velocity data, The diamond-anvil

work by Boehler, von Barger, ●nd Hoflbaure [85]

are significantly different than 184] and

●

phase diagram based on that data in general

appears to be more compatible with the polnte based on the sound-velocity

data.

At the present time there in an effort to measure the longitudinal

sound velocity in

both olivine and bronzite through conditions existing in the mantle and into the melting
regime [86]. This will establish where these materials melt on on the Hugoniot and also
the value of the Griineisen parameter
their shock-temperature

loci. The tit

in the melt zone. There is also an effort to measure
endeavor will allow us to see if one assemblage or

the other matchee the seismic velocity of the mantle better.

Knowing where the material

melts on the Hugoniot could put reatrictionn on the maximum temperature

of the mantle.

Measuring the temperature

in this limit.

of these materiala will reduce the uncertainty

The recently reported temperature

meaaurementa on iron were done by observing the

radiation coming from the iron through a sapphire w“mdow. There is some question of how
to calculata

the temperature

of the iron from the observed radiation

from the interface.

This problem iu currently being addressed by three shock-wave laboratories.
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LEC.FIGU
Fig. 11.1. Schematic for deriving the equation for conservation of maaa. For on~dim~, I kmal
flow the croea-section A ia uniform through the tube.
Fig. 11.2. Schematic used for deriving the equation of motion in plane on-dimensional
flow*
Fig. X.3. A moving slab of material undergoing compression used to develop the Lagr~iform of the one-dimensional equation for the conservation of maaa.
Fig. 11.4. The preuaure gradient in a slab of material to develop the equation motion.
Fig. 11.5. The power input into a Lagrangian element.
.

of the impact of a relatively thin moving plate
Fig. 11.6. A Lagranghm x-t repmentation
unually designated as a drhr or impactor, with a thick stationary plate often referred to
aa a target. The mrefaction waves have just begin to interact, and they will soon put the
target plate in taeion.
Fig. 11.7. Schematic showing the 10CWof the rarefaction wave interacting with a shock
going through a rectangular sample. It ia aaaumed the driver impacts the sample at t = o es
indicated. The shock wave reachea the top of the sample at t = Y/U. and the rarefaction
wave from the edge haa moved into the sample a distance X at that time. The driver
sample interface ha moved a distance Y1 at that time.
Fig. IL8. The impact of a flat plate on another plate of the same material showing idealized
velocity and pramwe profiles and the location of the shock wave at varioua times.
Fig. IL9. Two preaaure distance profllea of an initially steep preaaure pulse diapering with
time. The top figure ahmva a shock wave paaaing through a material of thickneaa, d. In
thi~ ~xaggerated drawing there ia almost aa much material in the nhock front aa in ths ilattopped section behind, The bottom tigure repreaenta tranait time that one would meaaure
if a preaaurwsenaitiw device were placed ●t d. In typical experiments a similar effect ia
obtained by detecting motv-m of the free surface after it haa moved a short distance. If
the aenaing device ia placed very close to the aurfacn, large velocities would be indicated
relative to placing the detector further from the free surface.
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Fig. HI.1. Pressure-particle velocity repreaentation of the Hugoniot and the impedancematch solution to reach the K@ and low-impedance Hugoniota from state O on the middle
Hugoniot.
Fig. HI.2. Diagram to identify terms ueed in (11) for calculating reflected shock loci. The
shaded area repremmts the difference in energy between the singl-shock Hugoniot and the
energy in the shock reflected from state 1 at the volume V2.
Fig. 111.3. Diagram to identify terms in Eq. (IH.5) for calculation of releaee iaentropes. The
isentrope must UEually be integrated numerically. It iE aaaumed that all values are known
at state Pi-1. The decre.aae in energy at VI down the isentrope is given by Eq. (IV.4).
The ratio of the difference in preeaure and energy between the iaentrope and the Hugoniot
at Vi ia equated to q.
Fig. HI.4. Preus-voiume
plot of a Hugoniot centered at cryotal density, VX, and one with
some poroeity at VO. The ohaded area indica~ the difference in internal energy between
the two at the indicated volume and preeeurea. It k noteworthy that thb difference is
independent of the actual Hugoniot loci, only the final state. The Hugoniot of the pcwoua
material haa a small hump, or epecial character at the low-preesure end. Although not
measured, such character could be caused by material rigidity and it represents the pressure
required to collapae pores or voida in the material.
Fig. 111.5. A preseure-volume
temperature.

Hugoniot with terrna used in the equationa

to integrate

Fig. 111.6. U.-UP Hugoniota for four Elkonitea. The measured shock-particle velocity
Hugoniota of mixtures of CU-W and Ag-W are compared with theme calculated by the
method mixtures outlined in the text.
Fig. 111.7. The meaeured preemwedensity
thoee calculated,

Hugoniota of CU-W and Ag-W compared with

Fig. 111,8. Hugoniot data for Au-Ge alloys.
Fig. 111.9. Hugoniot data for Fe-Ni mlloys compared with those calculated
the text,
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as demcribed in

Fig. IV.1. A type of Hugoniot curve that will produce a double-wave shock structure;
the resulting pressure profile; and a representative U.-UP Hugoniot. Point 3 in (A) is the
intersection of the ray from the origin through the cusp on the Hugoniot. Point 1 with the
high-pressure Hugoniot. Point 2, curve C will not be observed by some techniques since
the faster wave, U.l, will arrive first and destroy the recording equipment.
Fig. lV.2. Particle velocity vs time record on shocked fused quartz obtained from the
induced emf in an electrical condvctor embedded in the quartz, as it moved through a
magnetic field. The timemarks are at O.1-W intervals. The light line in an extension to
the base line drawn to shcnv the ramping wave. The first break occurs when the shock
strength exceeds the maximum pressure of the anomalous compression region. This is
followed by another ramping wave and then another shock. The following decay is caused
by the Taylor wave in the HE. The test shock wave almost overdrives the first transition
wave.
Fig. IV.3. A schematic for the U.-UP Hugoniot for fused quartz. Note the original negative
slope resulting from the anomaloua compression. The dashed section must be obtained
from experiments that give time-resolved pressure or velocity records.
Fig. IV.4. Two P-V Hugoniota and the resulting “U,-UP Hugoniot. hugoniot data for both
A and B would be recorded aa shown in C with the experimentation used here. In A it has
been assumed that the material does not begin to transform at the equilibrium conditions
and that it is pomible to overdrive the transition pressure by an amount depending on
the initial shock etrength; however, with time, the material transforrna and the pressure
decays. In case B it has been aaoumed that the transformation begins immediately but
does not go to completion. This meana that although the pressure lies slightly above the
Raylei3h ray through the mixed-phase region, the slope doee not increase aa rapidly as it
would if the material had stayed in the initial phase. Although A can give rise to a twm
wave structure in the @hockfront, B of course will not. Hence, in principle the situation is
resolvable.
Fig. IV.5, P-V Hugoniots, resulting shock-wave utructure and U,-UP Hugoniots. In this
figure point 3 lies on the extension of the line through the origin and the onset of ti~e
beginning of the transition.
In (a) part of the Hugoniot lieu above the ray through the
transition zone and in (b) it !ies below. Because of the downward curvature in this region
both wavea will show rounded profllen, and neither will be steady in time,
Fig. IV.6. Effect of &phaae change on the U,-Up Hugoniot. In this figure we have considered the case where dP/dT >0. Here and in the next figure H versus V is plotted at
constant premure; P vemua T h along the phaae lhie and alao along the Hugordot dashed
line ; P versue V is plotted for the phaae line boundaries and the Hugonlot loci [ daubed
Hne1; and fhmlly the type of U.-U Hugoniot (solid line) that might be observed with the
experimental technique described ~ere h plotted, In the fimt row of figureu, it is amumed
that the original otate of the Hugoniot lieu in region I (the low-temperature phase) and
that it croeaea the phase line aa Indicated, At the present time we do not know of any clegr
exarnplen of the detection of such ● transition oolely by U.-IJB data, It h possible that
the H-ugoniot could enter the mixed-phase region and finally [ome out again in region 11
In the second row of figures, the dope of the phase ll,~e is still pouitiva, but the Hugonlot
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ia centered in the high-tem~ature
phaae (region II). When this Hugoniot croeaes the
mixed-phase region, there is ample experimental and thermodynamic data to show that
the Hugonioti ae &awn in the P-V and Urn-UP planee can exist and will give rise to a
twmwave structure ea previously diecussed. It is possible in either of these two cases that
the Hugoniot P-T locus will not intersect the phase line.
Fig. IV.7. Phase change with dP/dT <0. If ouch a phase change existe, the Hugoniot
must eventually crmm the phase line, prodded that the Hugoniot in centered in the lowtemperature phaae. An &awn, this type of phaae change giv= rise to the same type of
U,-UP Hugoniot as illustrated in the lower ceae in Fig. IV.
Fig. IV.8. P-V diagram to illustrate the conditions required for netting initial conditions
for the iteration procedure to determine a metwstable Hugcmiot. Here A iE the original
hw-density phase, and B b the derived, high-demi~ metaetable phese. C is the Hugoniot
calculated from Hugoniot B but cenked at P = O in phaue A. Curve C is compared with
the experimental data. Point 1 on Hugoniot A should, in principle at leaet, be eotabhshed
by the experimental mult. Point 2 corrapondo to the calculated isothermal volume change
of thin transition.
Fig. IV.9. Calculated recentered Hugoniots of t h transformed high-prwure
U.-UP Hugniot obtained by varying the initial density of the high-p-ure
phase. The above example
waa for anorthmiti with a trial COB of 7.6 km/s and a olope of 1.2s shwn by the dashed
line. The data points are designated by the circles. The deviation AU ia found for each
dmta point, and the initial or sempreemre dwisity (~OB = 3.9 gin/cm d’) of Hugoniot B is
found such that ZAUP = O.
Fig. IV.1O. Calculated recentered Hugoniota of the transformed high-p-ure
US-UP Hugoniots. This ia the same problem aa illustrated in Fig. IV.9 except that the reaulta of two
additional triah of COB are pr~nted.
All three cu~
have been obtained by uning the
initial demity (~oB) that giveu EAUP = O. Here Z(AUP)2 iE a minimum for COB =
s.79 km/s.
Fig. IV.11. Calculated recentered Hugonlotn ohtalned aa in Fig. IV. 10 except that two
additional olop~ have kn wed, thus demomtrating how thb variation ten~ to bend the
ramltlng calculatmi Hugonlots. The dashed lin~ (1, 2, and 3) repraent the rnetaetable
Hugoniota that are tr~formed
to the eolid curv~. All three curvaJ lit the data quite
well. This shows that, even thought there h a combination of pO, CO, and S that gbm
the bat tit, the experimental data are usually not good enough to warrant thh selectlon.
However, the data do appear good enough to determine two of the parameter
if the third
in Ilpeclfiedo
Fig. IV, 12. Z(AUP)2 versus COB for various slop and for the same problem u illustrated
in FigB. IV.9-IV.11. The number at the bottom of each curve h the value of the slope used.
The large lnc~
In Z(AUP)2 for slops greater than 1.5 ark
from the fact thai thae
require that the densitla and sound velocltla be 1- than the amumed sta!de phaae, and
It Is quite Imponalble to obtain decent fl~ of the data. Any of the fib from S = 1.0 to 1.5
~ually giva quite adecpte
rep~ntstlon
of the data, and the mlnh..um near 1,5 muot
eometlm= be dimegarded for other physical requhementn. Slmllar curv~ wore obtalnod
4

for all ths rockE analyzed in this manner.
Fig. IV.13. Hugodot EOSc~for
on4kemiond
strdMud
~uilibrimctak,
whid
control the initial elaatic-plaatic flcnv in ohocked solids with rigidity. These also govern the
release paths aa can be eeen in (b). The structure mhavn in (b) can give rise to wave profiles
like shcwn in (c) for impact qwimantu.
The preusure difference from the mtium
preaoure to the level indicated by REL giw a meaaure of the state of the material at
prenaura but doa not gin enough information to determine how clone the Hugoniot point
in b equilibrium. The impedancematch
mcdution, (d) giv~ an indication of the type of
errors introduced by rigidity effecti in a etandard.

Fig. V.I.

indicati

A croeu-sectional view of an HE-metal driver system used for EOS studies. As
a rotating-mirror
sweep”mg image camera waa used for the diagncmtics. The

plastic layer prevented driver plate breakup when the plate was thin. By using varioua
explosive and other components a wide preaaure range could be covered.
Fig. V.2. The free surface tr~ectory of shock loaded iron ~hcwing the arrival of the ehatic
wave, the fit plastic wave and the arrival of the material in the mixed phaue regime. The
breaks are quite dist”mct and the average velocities well determined. Further differentiation

is not wu-ranted.
Fig, V.3, The cryogenic system d
by Dick ior m-uring
shock transit t“kn- in liquid
INz and the motion of the 2024 Al driver plate. ApproximaWly 20 pinn were wed ir each
meaaumment.
Fig. V-4. The U.-UP Hugoniot data for liquid Nz meaaured by R, Dick. Although the large
number of data in unusual the remarkable linaarity iE typical of mcmt subctancaa. There ia
a slight change “melope at about UP = 2.7 mm/p.E. It haa been surmised that this in the

onset of dinaociation Na to other species.
Fig. V.5. Target

asuembly

and pin holder used by Morgan

to me~ure

shock trwit

times.

a) Time
Fig. V,6. Fkords for various muuremeti
on a two-stage gun experiment.
marh generatml by the projectile, paaaing magnetic pickup Imp.
b) X-ray of the sabot
and impactor.
c) Ftaater an t acillcecope record of the x-ray trigger pub.
d) Pin pulses
for nhmk transit time maul
emeriti.
Fig, V.7. A schematic of a huh-gap type of assembly that could be used ta m~ure
shock
trusit
time through a shoaled sample placed on a b= plate. The film ia expd
when the
shocked free surface of the rr.mtiriala under the Plexiglaa block travel.a 4.9 of the distance
of the gap. Since the free surface of the two materialn (bane plati and oample) are not
ntxeaeurily the same, their velocitimust be calcul~ted (by methods d~ribed
in Sec. 11)
and the appropriate corration
in transit times made, A momewhat smaller correction ia
needed in the situation deucribed in B where a shim of the s-e
material M the baaepla~
iE placed on the sample. The shock Btati on the shim must be calculated from an aaaumed
EOS for the sample and iti shock trmsit time and fr= surface v ~locitia then calculated
for the correction.
In the third example, C, shims of tha name mahrial as the mmple
are placed on tha reference on base plaw. Now no calculations are necasary if the gaps
are the same thkkn-.
Unfortunstaly, it u not dwaym poulble ta make the as.sembliea
this way, Type B ue UJually used, which in ddition
to minimize the corrmtlonn inaurea
that the optical character of the tracu are the same over referenca and sampl~, which
minimizm film-reading errors. The thkknan of the gap and ~hims shown are many times
larger thw actually used.
Fig, V,8, Shock-particle veloclty auembly,
In this aa.sembll~ a driver plah ctrikee the
bottom ourface. The Ief&hanci side of the aasembly giva ehoc!c velocitia by measuring the
transit time through sampl- of different thicknw=.
On the right-hind side the difference
In tranait time of the driver plmb and tha -hock wave thro{~gh the distance of the omall gsp
on the bottom of the assembly b measured. When uned with the meaaured shock velocity,

the driver plate velocity can be obtained.
Fig. V.9. A photographic r~ord for a shock-particle velocity experiment.
Transit times
are obtained by meaaur”mg the distance between the offaetu tracea and the interpolated
pmition where the reference would be, and dividing by the known writing speed of the
camera (8.3 mm/ps). Driver plate cunmture in apparent but accountable.
Fig. V,1O. US-UP data for Iron, Cu, 2024 Al, and U-3% Mo obtained by symmetrical direct
impact meeaurementi,
(x) 2024 Al, (o) 921T Al, (*) Fe, (+) Cu, (0) U-3%-MO alloy.
Fig. V.] 1. P-UP velocity data for Iron, Cu, 2024 Al, and U-3% Mo obtained from dir=t
impact measurements. These data cover a substantial area of the P-UP space.
Fig. V.12. Impedance-match eolution. The curve labeled Hugoniot b that of the standard,
and point 1 ia the mmurti
state. The crcma cume to the left repr-nts
reflecti shock
stawa of the standard shocked from (1), and th~ to the right repnment staka reached
by an isentropic preaaure release. The ray from the origin represents pamible shock statea
of the material being inv~tigated and ia a consequence of the equation for conservation
of momentum (11.40). The ink-section of this ray, which ia sometimes called ~he Rh~D
line, from detonation physics, with the croes curve at (2) given the pressure and particle
velocity. The reflected shock and isentrope loci are almost mirror imagm of the Hugoniot.
ThiE apprcncimation, which although in usually quite adequate i.a not quite correct, haa
often been used.
Fig. V.13. A schematic of an aauembly used ti obtain shock-wave EOS data, Va~ioua
views of a standard multiple sample asuembly used for obtaining Hugoniot data for many
solid materiala. There ara four rows of two samples each indicated by raised crm+hakhed
rect~ghm.
A flaah block, a rwtangular bar of Plexiglaa with a small 4,1-mm-deep,
13mm-wide grmve, machined in it in placed on each bar and on the base plate next to them.
These blocks also will hold shims --Oi2-mm thick on tap of the barn, if desired, The gau
box ia evacuated and filled with a gas. Xe is wed for Iow-praure
muaauremcn~, and
Ar for high-prwure
shots. A photographic slit plah ia placed on the gas box lid so that
the shock arrival can be determined at varioun areaJ on the aasembly. The shock transit
eight mmpl- are obtained two am usually the standard,
By using the
tirethrough
impedance match tdmique
the P-b-P statu for the other mmpla are determined.
An
indicati
several sljtA ue plxed over each sample so some statistics can IN obtained, The
m~or benefit of using several sliti is that aasernbly errom are readily detected, in particular
if a sample or a flash black u not properly secured the spacing between slit trac- will be
different than ita referenca. Although thh b not the asuembly used by Walsh it haa b~n
wed for many yeara and is still being used.
Fig, V.14. An enhrgement of ● photograph record of ~ typical experiment,
Two of the
Hampltu were made of the base pla~ or otandard material, Here they have been identified
u Al, The irregularity of the other tracem is due to inhomogeneitiem in the mrnpltm. Three
were rocks and some of which had large grains of d! fferent minerals,
Fig, V.15, Shmk-particle
wu uoed M the -tandmrd

velocity data used for crom checking tha ntandards, l~ert Cu
The top curve imfor 921-T Al followed by Cu, Fe, and U-3°A
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Mm (X) 2024 Al, (0) 921T Al, (*) Fe, (+) U-396M0 alloy.
Fig. V.16. Shock-particle velocity data used for croue checking the standards. Here 2024 Al
waa used as the standard. The top cm
ia for 921-T Al followed by CU, Fe, and U-3%
Mo.
Fig. V.17. Shock-partkle veloci~ data used for crew checking the standard. Hem 2024 Al
waa used aa the tidard.
The Hugoniot of the iron waa not linear but the Hugoniot data
am. The top cum la for 921-T Al followed by Cu, Fe, and U-3%
for the other rmtaiab
Mo.
Fig. ‘ ‘.18. A schematk of ● VISAR damibed
of & WAR

Optkal Syutem

quadrature

can be HO

by Barker and Hollenhch [1972]. Schematic
The optkal pmths used to obtain two

currently being ueed.

Fig. V.19. The mru.lta of a VISAR mxmd of the particle veloci~ history of a LiE’-Peridot
interface driver by the impact of an Al drimr and the aubequent rmwfaction horn the back
surface of the drker. The @m b the left bI a hypothetical veloci~ locus.
optkal pyromek
uaedonthe
two4kgegaa
Fig. V.20. A diagram of the skchannel
gun at the Lawrence L1vermore National Laboratory.
The objective lens vkws an area
approxhnately 6 mm in diametar. The beam b split into the nix photomu tlplier tuba
(PMT). Mat of the ~-k
outside the confkrnant chamber so a permanently allgned
syBtmn can be wed ti calibrate light Intensity records. TM 9gum courtay of Balough
and Ah.rena, 1979.

Fig. V.21. A aarim of radiation w wave length dAta plots along with bat flti to the
Planck’n distribution function. At the wave lengths sampled they claim bat aensitivi~ ●t
of &ldOU@ and AhreM et al., 1980.
about 6U4XIK. Thta figure ~
Fig. V.22. Ternperatm

meMumd by Lywng~

AhreM,

and Mitchell on Shocked Si02.

Fig. V.23. A nouti,nw~lvad
spectra obtained with ● multipbchaanel
adyxer.
Conceivably the jam in the trace m due to wmall sampling sise. The average sampling bandwidth
● sharp eminlon line or a~tion
band it might
must be ●buut 10 nm, thus if there”vemgd ovar nampling width. Thb @
coof Balough and
lx seen even when ●
Ahrelu.

transm.idon m recorded by ● rnlcrodexuitmnetry
FIs, V.24. A plot of the inverse -t
The f~
spllti over the nltrometham cover ● range In
scan of a photqraphk mod.
radlstion lamb of a factor d four In wvan s@o. TIM slits ~
the campla aver a r-e
from tkw k
quarts WM too great kause
the wrong dse
of ●bout two. The rdatbn
dit plate was d.
TIM Mgh-lnknalty-ruord
must not be used, because It Is lrn~lbla
to rnaka a meaningful extrapolation of the standard.
Fig. V.26. The radiatbu of the nkwmothane, from Fig. V.24, h plotted against the silt
width. The mlatlva radlatbn from the oampk b matched ta this cu.ma to ~tabllsh the
ratio of Iti radlatlon to that of the nltromethane. The radlstlon raponse to tumperatum
n

-

over the wave length for which the film ia aennitive “Mused to determine

the temperature.

Fig. V.26. The relative radiation of Si02 to nitromethane plotted against the shock particle
velociW. S“mce UP is a function of the internal energy (Eq. 11.42) the fact that both the
loci atteat to the fact that both are
fused quartz and crystal quarts data fell on the -e
moat likely “mthe same Mgh—pramure phaae.

Fig. V.27. An x-t plot with the shocks and rarefaction wav-, ek., indicated. Thla ia
where there ware target thkkxmaa of 2, 3, and 4 mm. The
equivalent to an expdment
three meaaured At’s @rapolata to the time the rarefaction wave bt
overtakea the shock
in the target. Here at x ~=4 mm.
Fig. V.28. In moat mwwring ~lquthe data are obtained at a given location in
the material, e.g., a pruMum-sensing transducer or at an interface where velocities are
meaaurd.
Here the rdiation
b olxmrved at the shock front as it moves through the
sample. Both re-orda show the pmeure dareaae cauaed by a rtiaction
overtaking the
shock wave in an “mpact experiment. The recordn can bok similar but they are “indeed
different.
Fig. V.29. Reproduction of some recor& on an experiment to study the merite of some
various analyzem. Two artifacta of the shock aaaembliee can then be seen: 1) the effect of
a small air gap in the left-hand quarts -oral; and the effect of am exceaeively large glue
jo”mt in the right-hand glaaa record. The decay nection of the analyzere ia different, but
the catch-up ]meitiona are the same.
va catchup distance for an cwertake expwiment on 2024 Al
Fig. V.30. Sample thkknusing bromoform aa the analyxer. In thin hlglwquali~ data set the sigma for the IeMt
oquar- fit of the data waa lam than 0.2%. The linearity in predicted from the analysis on
charactmistice

diacuamd in Sec. IL

Fig. V.31. The radiation emitted from a layered fueed quartz target with an opaque
aluminized interface and two 90% trammioelon aluminized interfame. In addition to the
shock arrivals the time of the uvertake is quite clear.
Fig. V.32. Radiation from bromoforrn lmputcd by s 316 SS driver. The bromoform waa
covered by an opaque alurnbhed cover of mylar. Parthdly opaque layem of mylar were
suspended in the bromoform. The radiation Increaaa when the shock wave p~
these
Iayem, which like on the previous figure (VL31) giva ● measure of the shock front thickneeo
If the Iayem are parallel ta the front. In addition ~ the inc-ease in radiation ● small hharp
darease in radatkm w be ~
m the pmu.m and tempwature or tranamiuslon decreas-

when the shock travemem the IW dennlty 6-microq-thick

plaatlc films.

Fig. V.!M. A recovery syatam ud b shock load larg,. ~ampla or several small on~. A
plane wave lens Lnitlatu the chmrge, which accelara~
the driver pldm. The one-half-inch
pdl of the driver, The releaae wave from the driver decreasm p~ure
●ir gapo preventi ●
in the central region before rarefactlona come in from tha ~ldai The momentum from the
driver b Imparted to th~ bwar plata. By using several pl~t~, no tendon wavm reach the
region of Intermt. The auamblla are fired above con~alnem with winter or on pila of sand
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or both. The aampl-

m

usually found dirdly
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pmition.

Fig. V.34. A mcwery system used by Momia et al. ~ study the dissociation of polymem
is unique in that the dmmpmit”mn
products, which
under shock loading. The were amorphoua

carbon, dknon&

and their relative abunti

and vuiow

were nmsu.md.
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gaeeoua i@roearbons

wem all codhmd

Fig. VI.1. Histogram of the frequency of the Elope of the Hugoniot EOS.
Fig. VL2. ‘l”he slope of the Ianthanide

Hugonioti

[56].

Fig. VI.3. Linear U.-UP Hugoniota illustrating the range covered by experiments on different materials. All the materials to the left of UP = O are in the negative preesure region.

Materials like AlaOS with very high sound velocities also have very large binding energiee.
If one mhecrik
to the belkf that the siope is a strong meaaure of the effective repulsive
parameter of the atomic syetom it ia easy to vimmliae how lowering S increaeee the binding
energy as the top two Iinemindicate. The middle two linen represent Mg and Mo with the
same indicated binding energi~ whcme other properties are quite diaoimilar. The bottom
line is representative of Hg. Taylor demonstrated that on the w scale Hg also will support
a modest tennion streea.
Fig. VI.4, Schematic of the preseure and energy typical for a linear U,-UP Hugoniot. Aa
indicated this material haa a binding energy comparable to the energy produced by the
shock-wave.

Fig. VI.5. Rodean’s compilation of coheeive energy compared with Eq. (VI 13).
Fig. VI.6, Rodean’s compar”~n

of coheeive energy vs Eq. (VI.13) for some alkali halides.
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velocity data for porous Cu samples using crystal density Cu
as a standard. The symbcls show the average value of the fractional densities of each set:
(X) 1.0, (0) 0.88, (*) 0.71, (+) 0.71, (fl) 0.64, (o) 0.51.
Fig. VII.1.

Shock-particle

Fig. VII.2.

Pressure vs relative volume data for Cu data shown in Fig. 1. The symbols

show fractional
0.51.

densities of each set: (X) 1.0, (0) 0.88, (*) 0.82, (+) 0.71, (n) 0.64, (o)

Fig. VII.3, Plots of dE/dPlv obtained from the shock velocity data on porous Cu (Fig. 0.1).
The following symbols and lines A
to identify the fractional densities: (0) 0.88, — - —;
(*) 0.82, – -–;
(Ii) 0.71, – – –; (X) 0.64, – — –; (+) 0.51, – — –. The solid
line is from the calculated gamma using the DougdaleMcDonald
equation.
Fig. VII.4. Plots of dE/dPlv
obtained from shock data on porous iron samples. The
fractional dennitiea of the samplea are: (0) 0.89, — - —; (*) 0.76, — - —; (n) 0.60,
–––;
(x) 0.43,–—–.
behavior is being displayed.

Clearly the effect of temperature or some other systematic

Fig. VII.5. Sound velocity behind the shock wave in Ta.

Fig. VIII.1. UC-UP Hugoniot data for two rocke. These two rocks have the general composition (Mg,Fe) aSiOQ with +10% additional minerals. The olivine hae an MgO/FeO ratio
of about 90% and this Morchokee Mine MgO/FeO of about 50%. In general, increasing
the iron in simple substitution for Mg not only increaeea the density but aleo increaeea
the shock velocity. These recorde indicate that the high preaaure tramition would not be
manifested

by a tw-wave

structure.

Fig. VIlL2. U,-UP Hugoniot data for two enstatite-type rocks. Both rocks have MgO/FeO
ratios of about 85%, both have the general composition (Mg,Fe)SiOa with about 15%
other high-deneity-type silicatea and oxides. The data for the Stillwater Complex bronzite
indicates that a two-wave structure would probably not be preeent for the high-preaeure
transition. The lower set indicathat a two-wave structure might exist.

Fig. VIII.3. Preaaure-density plots of the Hugoniota for varioun minerals compared with a
likely distribution for the Earth.
Fig, VIU.4. Comparison of some pressure-demi~
Hugoniota for various Fe compounds
and alloys with a likely preasu.redensi~ distrib ation through the Earth ‘a core.
Fig. VHI.5. U,-UP points through the Earth that aatiafy the firct requirements for the
iteration procedure outlined in the text. A singl~trial EOS aet waa used for the whole
Earth. The calculated points wander between the two trials with the different regions of
the Earth clearly observed.

Fig. VIII.6. UO-IJP pointe to demonstrate how the solution converges in the inner mantle.
Acceptable nolutiou haa been found for regions B and C. In general, too large a choice for
the slope reaulb in too low a slope for the U.-UP points.
Fig. VIII.7. US-UP points that have nearly converged in the mantle.
Fig. VHI.8. U,-Up for the mantle demonstrating that there are other trial EOS that lead
to the same oolutlon. Here the mum CO waa used for both trial EOS but their slopeo were
different.

Fig. V11L9. The U.-UP oolution for the whole Earth. Clearly the locus of points for each
region in remarlmbly linear. The negative particle velocity for the beginning of the B region
in caused by the high temperature of the outer mantle relative to the Hugoniot.
Fig, VI1L1O. U,-UP data for olivine and bronzite.
Fig. VIII. 11. Soun~ velocity vs density for oxidea and other minerals ploted with the mean
molecular weight, M.
Fig. VIIL12. Sound velodty vs praumre for nhocked Iron.
Fig, VI1l.13. Shock temperature meaaurementa in Fe. Courtesy of J. BM~,

Fig. VI.11.14. Sound-velocity measurements on shocked forsterite and olivine compared
with sound velocities through the Earth’s mantle derived from seismic data.
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